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CLOVIS. NEW MEXICO, THURSDAY, OCTOBER 23,
FOOD PRICES DROP?
HAVE YOU FELT ITT GIG
Washington, Oct. 20.

REVIVAL

HO

RELIEF IH SIGHT

C. W. Harrison, Rev. S. B. Culpepper and A. W. Hockenhull left
Wednesday morning of this week for
Santa Fe, where they will present
Clovis' claims before the Baptist
State Convention for the State School
that the church plans to build in New
Mexico.
Mr. Harrison goes as president of the Chamber of Commerce
The revival will close Sunday night and Rev. Culpepper and Mr. Hockenand it is expected that the few re hull will put forth Clovis' claims from
maining services will be the best of the standpoint of the denomination
all. Without doubt this has been the at this place.
The Baptist Church at this time
greatest revival meeting in the his
tory of Clovis. There have been has not a school in New Mexico and
many, many conversions and as a di- it is the plan now to erect and mainrect result of the meeting there will tain the institution out of the funds
be many additions to the churches of of the big drive now on all over the
South. The convention may not dethe city.
cide on a location at the present
meeting but if it does not in all probCLOVIS WOMAN'S CLUB
ability a locating committee will be
Club met named to consider the various towns
The Clovis Woman's
Tuesday afternoon at the home of that are applicants.
Clovis has many things to offer
Mrs. John Moore.
Roll call was responded to with which the other towns have not. It
short talks on "Noted Women of is in the center of the section where
Mrs. Cornell's paper on j the greater part of the Baptist
America."
Among the Nations" and nomination of the state reside. Its
Mrs. Brown's paper on "The Wards superior railroad facilities make it
of America" were quite interesting. ! easily accessible to all parts of the
state.
Tho subject "Americanization,"
which was the main topic on the pro
YOUTHFUL OFFENDERS
gram, created great deal of enthus
iasm, it being the question of the
Chief Sadler this week arrested
hour. The discussion was led by Mrs.
four youthful offenders on a charge
Stalker, followed by Mesdamcs
Nichols, Cornell, Pattison, Hock- - of burglarizing. A. B. Austin & Com
Delightful re- pany's warehouse on Grand Avenue.
cnhull and Martin.
were served by the The boys, who are only about twelve
freshments
years old, helped themselves to grape
hootess.
juice, sardines and other delicacies
CLOVIS CIRCUIT APPOINTMENTS and went further up the street and
had a feast. However, one of them
First Sunday in month- - -- Ranchvnle made the mistake of writing his name
at 1 a. m. and 7 :30 p. m, Rose Val - on a piece of paper and this furnished
Mr. Sadler with the clue that got all
ley at 3 p. m.
Second Sunday Claud, 11 a. m. the boys in bad.
and 7:30 p. m. Frio 3 p. m.
MUSIC CLUB
Third Sunday Moye Chapel at 11
m. and 7:30 p. m. Moye School
The Music Club will hold its monthhouse 3 p. m.
Fourth Sunday Blacktower at 11 ly meeting October 28th, at 8:30 at
a. m. and t:su p. m. ei. vrain a p.m. the Christian Church. All interested
in music are urged to attend.
W. A. BELCHER, Pastor.

Washington. Oct. 18. No relief
from the present sugar situation is in
sight and tho probubilities are that
conditions will become worse, the
Senate Agricultural Committee was
told today by Dr. Alfonso' Taylor of
the Departmentof Agriculture.
Consumption hr.s increased about
18 per cent as compared with last
year,. Dr. Taylor said, due largely to
ncreased manufacture of candy and
soft drinks to satisfy a demand re
Other
stilting from prohibition.
URGES INCREASE OF
re
given
were
witness
by
the
causes
IMMIGRATION PATROLS
e
repression and
bound from
Washington, Oct. 20. Increuse of extravagance due to present prosprity.
the immigration patrols on the Mexican and Canadian borders as well as
along the coasts so as to keep radical PANDOLFO, ALLEGED TO HAVE
and undesirable aliens out of the MISUSED MAILS, GOES TO TRIAL
country, was urged before the house
Chicago, Oct. 19. With a great
immigration committee today by Immigration Commissioner Caminetti. army of witnesses for both the prose
of S
Lack of funds has caused a big re- cution and the defense, the trial
Pan Motor
duction in the forces since last July C. Pandolfo, head of the
company of St. Cloud, Minn., and
he said.
demo twelve other officials and promoters
Hudspeth,
Representative
crat of Texas, said he was certain of company on charges of conspiracy
that from 3,000 to 5,000 undesirables to use the mails in a scheme to de
On last Friday morning fifteen cars
Judge
had been smuggled into the country fraud, will open in Federal
Clovis business men and Johnwith
stock
of
Sale
from Mexico in the last three months. Landis' court tomorrok.
Band left for a trade trip to
son's
basis of the
Mr. Caminetti said that last year in the company forms the
different parta of Curry County to
charges.
the Mexican border patrol caused the
get better acquainted with the farmdeportation of 1,014 aliens and that
ers and visit the several communities.
CHURCH
METHODIST
forty-tw- o
persons were convicted of
The first stop was made at Texico
smuggling in the aliens.
several of the car drivers suc
after
There will be no services at the ceeded in
the morning
except
Methodist Church next Sunday
MRS S. D. DEAN DEAD
passenger train along the
Fe
Santa
We urge everyone
Sunday School.
Clovis and the
fine road between
Mrs. S. D. Penn died Monday after to attend the revival services at me State Line City. At Texico the band
an illness of several months. She has auditorium us this is the last day o rendered several selections and the
meeting.
the
suffered for a Rood while with
autos started north to Pleasant Hill.
R. B. FREEMAN, Pastor,
tumor in her shoulder nnd a few
At the Pleasant Hill school, the prin
weeks ngowas taken to St. Louis nnd
cipal, Cameron Bazzill, dismissed
COX CONVICTED
underwent an operation, her arm and
school long enough to allov the pupils
After beshoulder being amputated.
to greet the visitors nnd several se
ing brought back home she improved
Walt-- r
Cox wns convicted of in lections were rendered by Johnson's
somewhat but lately has been getting cest in the district court at Pórtale band, after which the students greetworse with the result that death came this week and received a sentence o ed the Clovis crowd with some lusty
Monday to relieve her suffering.
from 20 to 50 years. The complain yells. This is one of the very best
Mn, Dean is the wife of Sheriff ing witness was his own daughter. rural schools in the county, in fact
years Cox is forty-eigyears ot age.
S. D. Dean and was forty-nin- e
one of the best in the state, arid Mr.
She
old at the time of her death.
Bazzill and his able corps of teachers
leaves five children, the oldest of
OPENING OFFICES
are to be congratulated on their work.
whom is sixteen years old. Answer
The Pleasant Hill neighborhood is an
ing her request, the remains were
L. M. Princ of Des Moines, Iowa ideal community with a class of citi
laid to rest in the Grady cemetery, has recently moved to Clovis and will zenship not to be excelled anywhere.
the funeral service being held at ten be associated with th Melrose Oil On every hand qne sees the fruits of
.o'clock Wednesday morning at the Co., in the capacity of sales mana g od farmers and progressive, citiChristian Church and were conducted ger. 7his company will open offices zens. They have raised an immense
by Minister J. H. Shepard.
feed crop in this neighborhood and
soon in the Lovt building.
Mr; Dean and his children have the
what Is
further evidence of the
sympathy of all In their bereavement
CHARLIE HARDWICK: HOME
thrift of the good farmers in this locality, the greater part of it is cut and
ChBrlle Hardwick arrived home last In the shock. Fine land, good farm
week and is being greeted this week homes, good school and churches has
from his made the Pleasant Hill neighborhood
LOCATION WILL BE
hv heartv handshakes
LEFT TO COMMITTE
friends. He has spent some time in an ideal rural community.
From Pleasant Hill the crowd jour
overseas service and is among the
The following telegram has
last of the Clovis boys to get back neyed on to Hollene, where the baud
boen received from C. W. Harrirendered a few selections at the Holhome.
son, who is at Santa Fe in the
lene store and the crowd was greeted
interest of the Baptist College:
by a bunch of bright school children
FOR SALE
"We are fighting for and feel
of the Hollene school.
sure location of college be left
The school children all marched
Two vounor broke marcs, farm
to committee which it our only
wagon and harness, very reasonable. down to the store and postoffice.
Albuquerque Chamber
hope.
Will take feed as part pay. R. Mil They were full of enthusiasm and it
of Commerce here full dress."
ler, at City water and light plant. Hp was a pleasure to meet them. Chas.
C. W. HARRISON.
of the Hollene
Rose is principal
4
J. Frank Neel returned this week school, with Miss Myrtle Tuggle and
Miss Lola Moss assistant teachers.
from a business trip to Kansas.
Chil-der-
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Alex Shipley of Clovis, P. E.
n
of Portales and Geo. P. Baxter
of Melrose left Wednesday morning
for Chicago, where they go to testify
in the Pandolfo case, wherein S. C.
Pandolfo and associates are charged
with using the mails to defraud. The
case will be tried in the federal court
and these men have been summoned
by the government as witnesses.
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AFTER BAPTIST SCHOOL

,

FOR SUGAR SHORTAGE

a

WITNESSES IN PANDOLFO
CASE AT CHICAGO G.

Ham-Rams-

above the average price for the same
foods in 1913.
Five cities of the country failed to
enjoy the slight decline while in Detroit prices were lowered 6 per cent.
Onions and potatoes showed the
greatest price decline of 17 to 14 per
meats
cent respectively. Cabbage,
cheese, flour and sugar also were
lower. Raisins went up 8 per cent
during the month and were followed
in their climb to greater or less degree by rice, eggs, salmon, butter,
beans, canned vegetables, coffee and
corn meal.

.k

$1.50 PER YEAR

Food prices

May. The price of the 22 staple foodstuffs, however, is still 88 per cent

'

119
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WILL

CLOSE SUNDAY NIGHT
are on the decline, the department of
labor's bureau of labor statistics announced in a statement asserting that
the retail prices of 22 staple food
The Boyi' and Girli' Club EnThis week the crowning effort is
showed a decline of 2 per cent
stuffs
campment will be held in Clovii on
re
the end of September as compared being made in the
at
Oct SO and 31 and Nov. lit Folvival.
to
In
regular
addition
the
ser
with the last of August.
lowing ii the program:
The decrease, basld on statistics vices last Sunday a service was held
THURSDAY
from all parts of the country, is the Sunday afternoon for the men. There
2:30 p. m. Building bunki, arfirst to be recorded since the world were a number of conversions at this
ranging tenti, preparing kit
and
war began with the exception of a service. On Monday night another
placing exhibita.
decline in June when food was five service was held exclusively for the
6:30 Supper.
tenths of 1 per cent cheaper than in men.
7:80 Halloween party.
9:30 Signal to return.
10:00 Lights out.
FRIDAY MORNING
7:00 Signal to arise.
7:40 Breakfast.
8:40 Diih washing, put away kits,
et quarters in order.
9:20 Games, Judges begin work.
Dr. Criln, president State College
give instructions on judging.
10:30 Program.
Rev. Holifleld.
Invocation
H. S. Glee Club.
Talk Prof. Conway.
Club Song.
Address Mr. Bickléy.
Solo Miss Skoog.
FRIDAY AFTERNOON
Music West Chapel.
"Club in Cityi
1:30 Address:
Schools" E. W. Bowyer.
2:30 Address Dr. A. D. Crile,
3:00 Excursion over town with
Club Members.
FRIDAY EVENING
Feasting, games, and a general
good time through compliments of
First National Bank of Clovis.
SATURDAY MORNING
Achievement Day Short talks by
local club leaders and several club
Awarding of prizes by
members.
V'ill H. Pattison, president of Curry
County Farm Bureau.
The County Commissioners and
County Board will also be on the program.
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Official Paper of U. S. Land Office

Oldest Establislied Paper in Curry County
VOL 13, NUMBER 18.
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AUTO ACCID1NT
While returning from the trade
trip last Friday, Mr. and Mrs. A. S.
Veasy and little son, Jack, and Miss
Lelia Kendall were in what came near
being a most serious accident. They
were driving along the main road
wnen a car driver came in from a
side road and ran into their auto,
damaging both cars and throwing
Miss Kendall out. She was bruised
and pretty badly shaken up by the
mishap as was also Jack, but all the
parties concerned are feeling fortunate that the accident was no more
serious than it was. Mr. Veasy was
driving with his side curtains up and
did not see the other car at all until
his car was struck.

The directors of the Chamber of
Commerce held an enthusiastic meeting Monday afternoon.
The princi- pal "!atte,r ? com.e before the
was the election of a secretary. The
directors now have several applications and it is believed that a satisfactory man can be secured from the
number. The plan is to get a secretary hired and get him on the job as
soon as possible, but on the other
hand care will be taken to secure the
right man for the job.
C. E. Dennis was named as one of
the directors of the organization. Mr.
Dennis has had much experience in
the club work of Clovis and will be a
valuable acquisition to the director-

ate.
It was decided that the bond issue
for good roads in Curry County must

be pushed and work along this line
was mapped out. Alos the matter of a
telephone line north was taken up.
It is understood that tho Mountain
States Telephone Company
has
agreed to furnish a man to make
preliminary estimate for the phone
line north and it was decided to have
this work done.
PREPARING FOR RED
A good deal was said relative to a
rest room in Clovis for women who
CROSS SEAL ORIVE áre in town to trade. A committee
was named to look into the advisability of securing a suitable room
that could be used for a Chamber of
In preparation for the Red Cross
Commerce office and a ladies rest
Christmas Seal sale for 1919,, Clinton
room combined.
P. Anderson of Albuquerque, executive secretary of the New Mexico HOGS SLUMP
$2 IN
Public Health association and state
'
TWO DAYS IN CHICAGO
manager of the seal sale, spent Tuesday in Clovis looking ov.r the local
Oct. 22. Shrinkage in
. Chicago,
situation and enlisting support for the value of hogs went to an extreme
the campaign.
A county chairman degree today at
the stock yards here,
for Curry County is to be selected notwithstanding
that prices had dewithin a few days, the matter being clined in some cases yesterday as
turned over by Mr. Anderson to mem much as $1.00 a hundredweight, the
bers of the local Chamber of Commarket this morning ruled in general
merce.
75 cents to $1.00 still lower.
The Christmas seal sale this fall
For the first time in a long while,
has been combined with a general
sales were made below $12 a hund
drive for funds to be used for public redweight, and numerous animals
health purposes in New Mexico. The changed ownership down as
far as
state campaign committee has re$11.50.
ceived several millions of the tiny
Unusually heavy marketing of hogs
Red Cross seals what are messengers
recently, to avoid high cost of feed
of holiday cheer and have become as is the chief reason assigned for the
typical of Christmas as holly and mis demoralization of values. One of the
tletoe.
These seals are to be dis- immediate effects of this demoralizatributed to the counties of the state tion was pronounced weakness today
according to population and taxable in the prices of grain and provisions.
wealth.
The entire sale over the
state is expected to be about $60,000.
COMMANDERY ORGANIZED
Of this amount, 91 per cent will re
In the Hollene neighborhood and
main in New Mexico for use in pubClovis Masons have recently orgfrom Hollne to Bellview there are
lic health endeavors while the balanized a Commandery and have starthundreds of wheat stacks that the
ance will be used to defray the ex ed to work under a dispensación
thresher has never visited. There is penses
of conducting the campaign. granted by the Grand Ladip. Meetsome fine land in this section and
The drive is to be waged between ings are held on Monday ni?ht' at the
these good farmers have raised an
December 1st and 10th inclusive Masonic Hell. Following are the ofenormous wheat crop this year a
The personal solicitation methods em ficers thnt have been named :
crop so big that it has been almost
ployed in the great drives of the war George Roach, Eminent Cjmnmndi!r.
impossible to get it threshed and to
will be followed by the workers of P. A. Lashier, Generalissimo.
mnrket. The wheat crop is not all
each county throughout
the state. F. A. Dlllo.i. Captain General.
either. There are acres and acres of
heals will be distributed to every R J. Neul, Kecorder.
fine row crops that the farmers, with
donor, the largest subscribers re W. U. Daniiclly, Treasurer
the scarcity of labor, are fighting
ceiving also health bonds in various E. P. Cooley, Prelate.
race nga'mst Jack Frost to get in the
denominations. Advertising in news J. H. Hilgnrtner, Senior Warden.
shock. In many places the women are
papers and theatres will be used to John Redmon, Junior Warden.
assisting in the farm work in order to
popularize the campaign nnd educate Alfred Blue, Warder.
get the feed crop raved and a grain
the people of the state to the neccs.
crop planted. The business men of
ait y of more vigorous health meas
SOME FINE ONIONS
Clovis were impressed with the signt
ures.
in a number of places where farmers
The New Mexico Public Health asSome of the finest onions ever
had binders running in the field and
sociation, which is state agent for the rained in any country
were those
wheat drills putting in wheat right
seals, is meeting with hearty
raised by J. B. Crow of this place
in behind the binder. Quite a bit of
eration in all parts of the state. Half this season. Mr. Crow planted
s
wheat hns already been planted and
the counties are now organized and
in Denia onions and
an
acre
of
is up and growing nicely.
is
There
the remaining ones will be ready gathered
which
pounds
14,570
no question but right in this locality
within a week. Lieutenant Govemor brought him $585.00 cash, besides he
there is some of the very finest land
B. F. Pnnkey will serve as state chair- gave away quite a lot and sent some
in the state of New Mexico.
The man. Expressions of support
for to folks back east. We are in hopea
News man saw crops growing in this
public health work have been received that oil is struck in the Valley, but in
neighborhood that could not be exfrom Senator A. A. Jones and Con- case it should not be, onions seem to
celled on the deep black land of north
gressman B. C. Hernandez.
be the next best bet. Portales News.
Texas that sells for from $150 to
While in the city, Mr. Anderson
$200 per acre.
expressed himself as impressed by
TO AUTO DRIVERS
At Bellview the Clovis party had
the evidences of progress in Clovis
After November 1st, the speed
the pleasure of visiting the local fair
and predicted a substantial city laws in Clovis will be enforced to tho
held by the boys' and girls' clubs ungrowth as farming continues to im- letter. Anyone driving over twelve
der the direction of Mrs. C. V. Steed, prove
in the vicinity around here.
miles per hour will be r.rrested. This
uounty Ulub Leader.
The display
la will be enforced without favor
showed evidences of much good work
Mrs. C. W. Harrison returned the to anyone, so govern ycurself accordin the club line. There were on dis
first of the week from a visit with ingly.
F. E. SADLER,
play all kinds of field crops and vegrelatives in Oklahoma..
Chief of Police.
etables too numerous to mention and
'

Clovis Business Men

Make Trade Excursion

co-o- p

four-fifth-

that had
been executed by the girls of the
club. The fine samples on display
looked like a booth in a county fair of
an old agricultural community.
A short program was rendered In
the school building, Mr. F. R. McKln-leprincipal of the Bellview school,
acting as master of ceremonies. Seme
d
Farm Bureau songs were well
on last page.)

some excellent needle work

render-continue-

John Barry and his father, J. H.
W. B. Cramer returned the first of
Barry, were visitors to Amarillo last the week from Albuquerque, where
Friday and Saturday.
he has been serving on the petit jury
in the federal court.
Ruga I Rugsl Rugs! A beautiful assortment at Clovis Furniture Co.,
I have started my Raleigh wagon
successors to R. H. Crook.
and will be on the road at all timet
with a full line f goods. R. H. 8nel-lin- r.
218 North Connelly 8L. Phona
Austin
made
a
business
Cash
trip
Ml-tf- o
'273.
to Fort Sumner Wednesday.

-

THE CLOVIS NEWS.

The Clovis News
Official Faper of Curry County.
EDWARD L. MANSON
Editor and Publisher
Entered at (he poetoffice at CIotIi,
New Mexico, at second clasa matter
under the act of March 3, 1879.

him repeat it often enough, he will further their own material Interests
begin to take it seriously. Perhaps through criminal methods. The pathe will be calling himself a Bolsheviki ient labor of construction does not
without having any real idea what appeal to their perfervid InspirationBolshevik! are. If ao, he will mean al impulses. They demand a short
that he resents conditions which he cut to fortune at any cost. They beconsiders unfair and oppressive. If lieve wealth and power for themhe had a clear idea what bolshevism selves will be the harvest of the
really stands for, he would bo against "deBtructionist" movement and such
it forever.
criminal Bolsheviki as Lenine and
Very few of .us have more than the Trotzky are realizing their ambition.
haziest conception of bolsheviam, in They and their class would profit by
fact. It is more than a protest against the revolutionary activities of the
injustices, resulting in the seizure of, genuine bolshevists and the idealists,
political power and the enthronement Should the upheaval of national tra-osocialism. It menaces the nation ditions and institutions be successful.
they plan to gnther a large share of
and the individual alikt.
The majority of good Americans the spoils,
would like to aid in combating its
The aim of the entire party In gen
anread, but in order to fight, you eral are: Destruction of wealth, suv
must know what you are fighting. In ings, learning, government, law, or
ordos; to strike boniest at a foe, it is ganized industry except as the "pro-wis- e
to know him, his thoughts and letariat" may operate it, past human
his weaknesses.
effort and experience, family life,
There are three classes of Bolshc- - society and applied morality,
Every one of their plans for
viki. They are united in social unrest
determined to dastroy organized volutionizing the woaid rests on some
They are destructives theory already tested and found
institutions.
and their party is a pnrty of destruc- wanting because of the existence of
tion, Not in any way is it construc- fundamental human traits.
Men won't work, study, sacrifice
tive.
The three branches of the party of and invent if the rewards of their
enterprise are to be withheld from
destruction follow:
Genuine bolshevists, idealists and themselves and their families and
distributed broadcast. Nor will they
criminal bolshevists.
Their common principal is destruc do it to increase the power and line
tion and their general motto is "De- - the pockets of Bolshevik dictators.
stroy first and then apply theories." Bolshevism leaves out the human fnc
Consider the first group of bolshev- - tor and therefore it cannot succeed
ists. Their belief is that all mankind It fails to comprehend that while bol
at a stroke ran be made docile, yet shevism may attain the same unit)
determined; gentle, yet corngeous; and the same quick results under dic- unselfish, yet enterprising; that man tators like Lenine and Trotzky as is
can cast off the fleshly envelope and obtained under other forms of gov
henceforth be only spiritually mind ernment, the evils of a dictatorship
are the same, whether practiced by a
ed, yet continue to exist under
conditions. They believe that bolshevist and his ',red guard" or by
this condition can be brought about an emperor and his "black hundred.'
by nationalizing every aspect of life, As to Russia, the imperial form of
even to women. Their number is government was better, with all its
of 1 per cent of all hideous evils, for at least it did some
about
thing to foster construction.
The
Bolsheviki.
The idealists are yourger, less ex- Bolsheviki do nothing but steal and
perienced and less well read. They destroy.
And theirs is an autocratic social
consider man not at all, but rather
dwell on abstract ideas. They be- ism.
lieve man can triumph over ail past
conditions in life suddenly and com-The term "boycott" comes from
pletely. If need be, they would wran the name of on Irish estate agent.
the world in flames to accomplish Captain Boycott, whose manner was
so offensive that the tenantry refused
that result.
The criminal bolthvvi.-t- s
would to work for him.
f
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ADVERTISING RATES
Display, lita than qtfarter pngc, 20
cents per ajnglo column inch.
page or ecr, in one issue, per mca 15 aunts.
One-fourt- h

.

Albuquerque hns recently had two
bad automobile accidents in which
children have been run over on account of fast driving and the incidents have stirred up the citizenship
to enforcing a strict obcyance of
speed regulations. There is no excuse for fast automobile driving in
the business districts and a proper
of speed regulations
observance
would avoid many an accident.
The farmers of Curry County are
in a race with Jack Frost this week.
They are trying to get their enormous
feed crop Cut before the gentleman
makes his first appearance.
TO FIGHT ROLSHEVISM YOU
MUST KNOW WHAT IT IS

"I say that's pretty near enough to
make a man turn Bolshevik."
How many times have you heard
that on the street, on the job, in the
atores and most everywhere?
It's
becoming a common exclamation to
follow up a narrative of real or fanciful wrong by the government, the
city, the profiteers or just anyone at
all. It's an expression of rebellion
against what is regarded as injustice.
The speaker doesn't think of bolshev
ism seriously when he say that but
if there are enough incidents to muke

one-tent- h
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MRS. FORSYTHE WAS ALMOST A

AND
NERVOUS
PHYSICAL
WRECK UNTIL RESTORED BY
TAN LAC.

PC a package

"Before I took Taalac not a week
passed in the. last ten years ftiat I
wann't confined to my bed part of the
time," was the statement made by
Mrs. E. R. Forsythe of 136 WestH
40th 5t., Los Angles, Cal., to a Tan-la- c
representative recently.
"I'm a well and hannv woman now.
and I'm glad I can give you this tesi
timoniul for I believe Tanlac is the
most wonderful thing in the world.
I've gained fourteen pounds and I
feel stronger than I have in tun
years," continued Mrs. Forsythe.
'I had un acid stomach, and suffered with sour gas at times so bad
that I thought I would suffocute.
Sick headaches would come on me
and I would have such awful fluttering n lion t my heart I would almost
faint. My nerves want to pieces, and
I became so terribly nervous
that
even the ring of a door bell would
upset mi. For the past five years I
have not been able to eat hardly anything that would stay on my stomach,
und even milk and water at times
would upset my stomach, and cause
me to have to go to bed. I lived on
a strict diet of rice and milk for over
a year, and at the same time I tried
all kinds of treatments but none gave
me a purticle of relief, not even temporary, and finally I was in such a
bud condition I had to stay in bed
most of the time.
So my husband
and I decided to give up our home
and sell it, as I couldn't look after it.
By this time I was down to ninety-oinlpounds in weight and was almost a complete nervous and physi-ra- l
wreck.
"I hoted to give up my home, and
on the advise of a friend who had
used Tanlac I decided to try it firit.
With the first bottle I began to improve, and I hadn't finished my second bottle before I was feeling like
u different woman and my troubles
of ten years stunding have entirely
gone.
I never have a sick headache
or spell with my stomach. My appetite hns come back und I am gaining 'n weight and strength every day.
Not until the time of the ReformaNOTICE
Nothing ever disturbs my nerves now
tion was marriage a rite to be sancfor they were never belter, and I e:in
sleep fine nil night long.
Ml my In the Probate Court of Curry C'oun- - tioned within the church. Prior to
neighbors are rejoicing with me over
ty, Slate of New .Mexico.
that the ceremony was performed at
;rv recovery, and I feel that it's my Stale of New .Mexico, Count;- of Cur- the church door.
duty to give a public statement and1
ry, ss.
tell of the wonderful good Tanlac
In the matter of the estate of .lose
has done me. No, we didn't sell our
l.ivero. in censed. Order ap;iiiiit,ii;;
house because we found this medicine
day foi the settlement of the
in time."
uceount of the administratrix of s;d
Tanlac is sold in Clovis by Mears
estate anil directing notice to be
Pharmacy, in Toxico by Red Cross pren and
for finul discharge
Pharmacy, and in Melrose by Irwin
De Lucero, udniinis-- ;
Elogia
Garcia
& Pool.
(Advertisement.)
tratrix of the estate of Jose Lucero,
deceased, having this day rendered
EXHONORATED
und presented for final settlement
an'' filed in this court her final ac"Whatever did you see in me to in- count of her administration of the
duce you to marry me?" she asked. estate of said deceased and her peti"Nothing," he replied.
tion for discharge.
"What?" she cried indignantly.
It is ordered, that the 13th duy of
"Oh, it wansn't your fault, my November, 1010, being a day of a
dear. I evidently had visions and I term of this court,
Of the
ought to have consulted an oculist at November term, 1019, at 10 o'clock
thi time."
A. M be and the same is hereby appointed for the settlement of said acFOR SALE
count and the hearing of said petition; and thut due notice thereof he
One school building minus euuin- - given by causing iiotice thereof to
ment, located three miles east of Clo be posted nt the Court Mount of said '
vis. known as Liberty School, to be County anifState, and by publication
sold to the highest bidder. Senled in the Clovis News, a weekly newsI
bids will be received until 7 p. m., paper printed and of general circuNovember 3. Board reserves privi lation in said County and State us
:
lege of Accepting or rejecting any is required by law.
bid.
day
10th
this
the
of
October,
Dated
A. L. Dillon. President.
A. D. 1010.
Service Quality'- - Saticfaction
Jno. 0. Pritchard, Clerk.
C. V. STEED,
(Seal)
Probate Judge.
JUST COT OVER A COLDf

before the war

?c a package

tí)

during the war

c,a package
NOW

THE FLAVOR LASTS'

SO DOES THE PRICE!

it

-

'L far
inT XjmJ

miM

Coal Bin With

The Real Answer to the Breakfast
Problem BRER RABBIT Syrup
poured over griddle cakes,
IT is delicious
French toast or just plain
bread, fried hominy or boiled rice.

You won't wonder that BRER RABBIT
is so good when you know, that it's real,
right
Country Made,
from the country.
It is the one real way to get up a delicious breakfast for the smallest possible cost
When the children come home from
school about three-thirtand hang around
the kitchen, give them a slice of bread
Ribbon-CaneSyru-

IT NOW!

Let Us Fill That

&

i

DO

p,

y

covered with BRER RABBIT. It's absolutely
pure and wholesome.
Housewives everywiero know that the name "PENICK FORD "
on a food means Always the Best of its Kind, 22 years of quality.

Get lñ& Múúblt
'powNaaafiiitiiKiaiiiiHaaiNMiiiiiHtRaiiiiiiNiiiiiNiRHiniiiiiRi

ir :"3H8aeaBBaneBnBaBBBaBBiB0BBaHBBBBnBn3BBBHeeaaai

GoodlOld

ROCKVALE

t.

Lump Coal
Kemp Lumber
Company

Look out for kidney trouble and
backache. Colds overtax the kidneys
and often leave them weak. For weak
kidneys well, read what
Clovis
woman says:
Mrs. John T. Burton, 214 S. Rench-e- r
St., Clovis, says: 'There is nothing
like Doan's Kidney Pills for relieving
kidney complaint and I don't hesitate
Occasionally
to recommend them.
when I have taken cold, it ha settled
on my kidneys. My back has then
ached severely and I have felt miserable all over. When I have tried to
bend over to wash or dust, sharp
pains have caught me in my back. I
have bought Doan's Kidney Tills
from the City Drug Store and never
yet have they failed to quickly reDoan's Kidney
move the trouble.
Pills are certainly fine."
60c, at all dealers.
Co., Mfgrs., Buffalo, N. Y.
Foster-Milbur-

n

YOUR LAUNDRY TROUBLES

Why worry

about

your

laundry

when by railing for 48 our man will
rail for your soiled clothing and It
will bt returned promptly, nice and

rica.

y

BARB WIRE CUTS AND WOUNDS

are troublesome to cure. Get
bottle of Farris' Healing Remedy
costa 60c make it at home. Heals
rapidly. A tore never matters where
this ermedy is used. We sell it on the
money back plan. A. B. Austin A
Company.

Clovis

Steam Laundry

(

...

.
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To Suit All
A tastily furnished bedroom in
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PAST WEEK

CLOVIS 33 HEREFORD O
The Clovis High School added a
victroy to her string of athletic en
deavors last Friday afternoon by defeating the .'ootball team from Hereford High School.
The (fame was quite
as
the acora wcuid indicate and at no
time did Clovis seem to be in danger.
The first touchdown was made by
Montgomery a few minutes after the
kick-ofFour touchdowns were
made during the first half of the
game. Captain Crow was out of the
game because of a slight injury and
he was missed when a kick for goal
from touchdown was to be made.
Two attempts at this failed.
The feature of the game was return of the ball from the kick-of- f
by
Eastham running the entire length of
the field for a touchdown consuming
just a half minute from the time of
kicking off.
The ends, Jones and Sledge, got in
some nice work at catching passes
and showed i'ecided improvement.
The tackles, Harris and Stokes,
seemed able to get their men with
more ease. Howell, at left half, was
better than anticipated, it being the
first time he ever carried the ball.
The touchdowns were made by Mont-gory Eastham, Sledge and Jones.
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one-side- d

ways sure to win favorable comment.
And

attractive furniture need nor

nec-

essarily be expensive cither.

f.

Beds, Chiffoniers, Dressers

and Dressing Tables
You who need complete bedroom set

I

and you who merely wish to add to your
present furnishings will find what you
All the latest styles in

want here.

whatever finish you prefer.

Style and Stability at Pleasing Prices

Line-u- p

Left end
Left tackle
Left guard
Center
Right guard
Right tackle
Right end
Quarterback
Left half
Right half
Fullback

csss
Magic City Furniture Co.
RELIABLE HOME FURNISHERS

1

v

Blackleg

Someone seems to have been missin-formi'- d
as to my using the O. M. Franklin Ulackleg Scrum. 1 am not and have
not been in any way connected with this

concern. I am and have been for the
past two years using the Park, Davis
Aggrossin and have used during that
time approximately 7000 or 8000 doses'
and have not had a single loss. If there
u any doubt to this statement I will furnish the names of parties that I have
used this serum for.

W. Jones, V. S.
Thos.
'
CLOVIS, N. M.
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CARELESSNESS
RESULTS IN FAILURE
That is why we say "Feed B. A.
Thomas' Hog Powder according to
FEED 1T
DO NOT
directions."
SLOPPY, but mix it with ground feed
and moisten with just enouch water
to make a crumbly muss. Then each
hog gets a beneficiul dose. See full
directions on pucknge. Your money
back if not satisfied. For sale by A.
H. Austin & Company.
BtntK of OMo, City of T )tCo,

'

with a jimmy pipe or cigarette papers and
nail some Prince Albert for packing
1

iw

...

l

I
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and report as such administratrix, to
gether with her petition praying for
discharge; and the Honorable C. V
'Steed, Probate Judge of Curry County, New Mexico, has set tho 3rd day
of November, 1910, at the hour of 10
A. M., at the Court' room of said
Court In the City of Clovis, New
Mexico, as the day, timo and place
for hearing objections, if any there
bo to suid report and account, and
petition.
Therefore any person or persons
wishing to uiiject are hereby notified
to file their objections with the County Clerk of Curry County, New Mexico, on or before tl.e date set for
saM hearing.
Done at Clovis, this 3rd day of
October, 1919.
W. C. ZERWER,
County Clerk.
10-0--

A TEXAS WONDER
for kidney and bladder (roubles,

grav-

el, Weak and lame back, rheumatism
and irregularities of the kidnoys and
bladder in both men and women. If
not sold by your drucgist will be sent
by mail on receipt of $1.25. One
small bottle often cures. Send for
sworn testimonials. Dr. E. W. Hall,
2920 Olive st., St. Louis, Mo. Sold
by druggists.

CHICHESTER S PILLS

all-fir-

Ytm átnr

tyZM
1

1 (U.n, smm.1 xtk KM RilM.
st Mr. !Ut sf jtimipTh
Anli loft Ul..'lf
'I
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Mn Itium M Btl, s.Mt,

w

ra m

Alwn HrlUMe

Right now while the going's
out your old jimmy
pipe or the papers and land on
some P. A. for what ail your
particular amokeappttito I
good you get

aat

Primf AtUtt

rymktr ret e I mU. TWrrWU
WnW..m. ptamj mnd kmU pmmé Ma kmmUtn-m- ml
S i téir with aetmee
i practfeai pmmmj mtlml
top
Smm Me teleeee ta m earfeet tmditmn.
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(at
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company,
mtimr

from Gant to Sledge seemed sure for ment of the people and no show is
a score but Sledge was forced out of ever more heartily welcomed than
bounds.
Col. Geo. W. Hall shows. They have
Line-umade a reputation for themselves by
Left end
Jones giving the people a good high class
Left tackle
Eads entertainment which appeals to all
Left guard
Crouch as interesting, amusing, and instrucK. Hunt tive.
Center
Everybody loves horses and
'
Right guard
Miller ponies, more especially does this ap'
Right tackle
Stokes ply to the ladies who with the little
Right end
Sledge ones are the most loyal patrons. They
Quarterback .
Gant are assured of the highest form of
Left half
Howell entertainment free from everything
Right half
Montgomery at all calculated to offend the most
Fullback
Eastham sensitive. In addition to trained ani- njal features, Col. Geo. W. Hall shows
A REAL GOOD SHOW
have the very best of lady and gentle
man performers.
The performing
Col. Geo. W. Hall shows will visit elephants and rare wild beasts, Baby
Clovis on October 30th for two per- Louise, the cute baby elephant, the
formances. With each successive sea- many prancing ponies in military
son one looks forward to visits of the drills and marches
are especially
various tented aggregations that trav-v- pleasing to the little ones. The funny
the country over for the amuse clowns, the many beautiful lady
p

grades and tlio fact that
our goods are always
fresh insures our patrons of tho host. We
always have on hand
tho various sizes of
hoxed candies. If you
haven't boon buying
Liggett 's, try it next
time she will notice
the difference. Just see
if she doesn't.

artists, Mile. Roberts

in her death defying act in mid-aithe like of which
has never been witnessed will live
long in memory when many other
shows have faded away into forget- fulness. Don't fail to see the free
outside exhibition on show grounds
at one and seven p. m. Remember
this show is here for one day only
with two performances
afternoon
and evening, rain or shine.
r,

MAGAZINES

TO

RESUME

New York, Oct. 22
Publishers of
approximately
150 periodicals and
trade papers having headquarters in
this city, who suspendod publication
several weeks ago because of labor
difficulties, have decided to resume
publication-"aonce, either in New
York or elsewhere."
t

Phone No. 97 for Job printing.

t

vis. Thurs.. 0c 30
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Southwestern
Drug Co
Rexall Store
Clovis, N. M.
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at 2 and 8 p. m.

on tho quality of candy
wo soil.
Wo soli
's
lid other liijih

T7i

I.
N.

Winston-Sale-

rilo ourselves

AVo

68-7-

appealing all along the smoke line.
Men who never before could
smoke a pipe and men who've
smoked pipes for years all testify
to the delight it hands out I P. A.
can't bite or parch I Both are
cut out by our exclusive patented
process I

Mr ni Mm,

D
Y

Phone

Just between ourselves, you
never will wiae-n- p
to
until you can call a pipe
by its first name, then, to hit the
you land square
on that
Prince Albert!
Well, sir, youll be so
happy youll want to get a photograph of yourself breezing up the
pike with your smokethrottle wide
open I Talk about amoke-apor-t!
Quality makes Prince Albert so
re

c
Litf-golt-

.
i
I.uiun County,
Frank J. i'Iimil1 makes onth that he
tí cnlir imrtn-- of the firm of V. 3.
Clirnay A Ci.. dolus bimlnras In tin City
of Tolndii, County ami Htiite nforrsalJ.
anil Hint unlit linn will pny tin- - sum ot
ONUS HUNliU'íl
IH.'LI.itiS for Mfh
ml rvory eaw of Cnfirrh thai riinnni hr
Southwestern Drug Co.
bvtliouni) of II.M.I.'tí CATAItlUl
riin-'- l
FRANK J. CHUNKY.
Mi:lK'iNK.
Clovi3, N. M.
In
Sworn to before me mi'l nnhsi-rllici- l
my nrrnenre, tills Stli 'lay of lVorniber,
W.
O1.RA80N.
A.
m.
A
P.
NOTICE OF FINAL HEARING
Notary Tublle.
(ftnl
Notice is li'Toby given that Hussie
Hull's Cutarrh Sieilldnn Is nken Inniood on
tliroukh
ternally
arts
snd
Wells, formerly Vaughn, administra- the Murom Btirfeoes of the tho
Bystom. Bond
trix of the estate of J. L. Vaughn, for testimonials, fre. A CO.. Toledo, O.
F. J. CIIRNKY
deceased, has filed her final account
Poli by all druRipsts, TCc.
Hall's Family Tills for constipation.

MK-Jt-

CHOICE
C
A
N

smokeluck that'll
all right, if you'U

ring-i- n

W. T. S. N. 13

S erum!

;

V

SAY, youll have a streak of

Miller
Stokes
Sledge
Gant
Howell
Montgomery
Eastham

CLOVIS 6
Saturday, October 18, Clovis High
School journeyed to Canyon, Texas,
to match their football prowess with
the team of the West Texas State
Normal College. Though they went
against a team having advantages in
weight and years, they did splendidly
as a high school team.
The Normalites started off with a
rush and made their first touchdown
in the first minute of play and Clovis
thought of a score mountain high pil
ing up against them. They held
the Normals to one more touchdown. The kick for goal from same
failed. Clovis now decided to get a
touchdown for themselves and succeeded in doing so by sending Montic
for a long run around left end. The
kick failed.
Clovis would have tied the score
but for the hard tackle rcceieved by
Montgomery over the goal line which
caused the dropping of the ball and a
recovery Dy me Normals.
A pass

ft I
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Jones
Harris
.Crouch
K. Hunt

.
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COL. GEO. W. HALL
Trained Animal Railroad Shows

a
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Weak
Women
TA
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Inuseforover40yearsf
Thousands of voluntary
letters from women, telling of the good Cardui
ha done them. This It
the best proof oi the value
of Cardui. It proves that
Cardui Is a good medicine
for wcJhwu"
V There, are no harmful or
drugs

habit-formi-

'

Cardui.

si

wt

ingredients,

I
i

In

with no bad

after-effec-

111
The Woman's Tonic
You can rely on Cardui.
Surely it will do for you
what it has done for so
many thousands of other
womenl
It should help.
"I was taken sick,
seemed to be . . . ,"
writesMrs. Mary E. Veste,
of Madison Heights, Va.

"I got down so weak,
could hardly walk . . .
just staggered around.
I read of Cardui,
and after taking one bottle, or before taking quite
all, I felt much better. I
took 3 or 4 bottles at
that time, and was able to
do my work. I take it in
the spring when rundown. 1 had no app tile,
and I commenced eating.
It is the best tonic I ever
saw." Try Cardui.

night. Everyone
his
is rushing
feed cutting, wheat sowing and
threshing while the good weather
lusts.
The singing was held at Bert
Sharp's Sunday night.
C. L. Miller spent Sunday at the
home of J. C. Woods.
Mr. and Mrs. Jordan and M.1.
King, the North Bend teacher who is
boarding at their place, were visiting
with their daughter, Mrs. J. D. Cameron, Sunday.
Coral Johnston and children spent
Sunday night with her sister, Winnie
Dethrage.
.
W. B. Hutchison visited Monday with Mrs. Cameron.
Robert Lowe is harvesting his feed
crop he raised on the Schoonover
place.
J. W. Shaver was quite sick the
first of the week.
Rev. R. A. Crawford is expected to
be present at his regular appointment
at New Hope next Sunduy, he having
'faeen returned to the Grady Circuit
for this conference year.
Mrs. Sullie Leach and Mrs. Mida
Woods did the cooking for the thresher hands ut Jess Locknane's Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Cameron visited a
short while Sunday evening at L. M.
Boney's.
Chnrlie Cann moved into the
Brooks house Saturday, he having
bought tho Brooks farm.,
Wood Simpson says he raited one
thousand bushels of eorrroir twenty
'
acres of land this year.
J. Z. Isler butchered a yearling
steer this week and sold the hide
which brought $15.00.
Recently an order to John M.
Smyth vMerc. Co. was returned with
the stotement that they have discontinued their business and all their
offices are closed.

.Mir

I.

her anchor in the harbor of Smyrna.Turkey.
In June she rested under the shadow of Gibraltar and in July she was back in New York harbor.
Her crew boasts that no millionaire tourist
like this. There was one period
ever
of four weeks in which the crew saw the coasts of
North America, South America, Europe, Asia

'

globe-trotte-

An enlistment in the navy gives you
a chance at the education of travet
Your mind is quickened by contact with
new people, new places, new ways of doing

9mm

j

i
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Dr. Foote of Texico came to PleasHill last Wednesday and vaccinated eight-fiv- e
of the pupils.
Mrs. Martin has been on the sick
YA list during the past weei: but is reported .that she is recover: rg.
Misses Carrie Bell, Margery Kays
and 'Eugene Gallaghii' nr.d Lester
Colwell attended
the
meeting
Sunduy
night. They relast
AD
ported a good sermon.
J. 70
Mifs'KUie Gallagher, one of the
N I,
Hill 1 J
Bellview teuchers, came home on u
visit Friday evening and returned
Sunday.
-.
Tliw '
:
Hill pupils have been
'
p.'.o uvo literary societies,
divid
wh ' v. ;!
i programs alternateCAMERON NEWS
ly tv.- y tv.o weeks on Friday ai :r-- )
4
noon. It hv.i not yet been decided
when the fiiTt progrnm will be ren
, C. L. Miller took a wagon loud of dered.
wheat to San Jon Monday for J. Z.
Mr. H. W. Bell and Nath Tharp
Isler and returned Tuesday with a have purchased a new threshing maload of coal.
chine and they intend to begin threshA large crowd attended the A. B. ing soon.
Brooks sale Friday. Mr. Brooks and
The girls' and boys' local club exfamily went to Clovis Saturday to hibit at Pleasant Hill and Shiloh will
take the train for Denton. Texas.
'be held at the school house October
A. A. Dethrage is cutting his feed 24th. The teachers intend to give a
on the Atkison place this week.
program at 'that time. All are invited
A. C. Johnston, S. J. Lobban, J. R to attend.
Burnett and Sherman Skelton went
Mr. C. H. DeLozier is building a
to Amarillo this week to bring out a new addition to his house this week.
new thresher.
Mr. and Mrs. Everard Barnes were(
In the absence of Superintendent visitors at Mr. S. N. Snodderly's home
H. L. Caughran, and assistant super- Sunday.
intendent J. W. Shaver, Robert Lowe
One day last week the fire signal
conducted the Sunday School services was suddenly heard and all of the
at New Hope Sunday morning.
children went rushing out of the
Some of the farmers are cutting building, and you can imagine their

Apply at any recruiting station if you are
over 17. There you will get full information. If youcan 't find the recruiting station,
ask your Postmaster. He knows.

ant
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If you had a large sum of mou-e- y
to deposit, would you select a
conserTAtire or

1
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Bank!

Conservative, of Course

That's Us
The
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surprise when they got out at seeing,
instead of a fire, the business men of
Clovis, also the Johnson's Band. All
were glad to hear the music and It is
hoped that they will come again soon.
SAL.

'
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Mr. Jack Groves is boarding at Mr.
Frank Groves' now.
Several of the young people from

Havener motored to Ranchvale Sunday to attend Sunday School, but got
there too late.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Buchanan
and family called at Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Groves' Sunday afternoon.
Mr. L. C. Smith made a business
trip to Field Friday.
Charley Gamble is working for D.
I. Barnett now.
Mrs. J. F. Casey and Mrs. L. C.
Smith motored to Clovis Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. V. Tate are the proud
'
parents of a baby girl.
The contest has closed now and
there will be a sociul some time soon.
We wonder why the new Ford
comes to Ranchvale so much? What
attracts it east of Ranchvale?
SHU FLY.
i

t4
POINT ENTERPRISE

There was not a very large Sunday
School Sunday on account of so many
attending the rervices at Clovis.
Messrs. Walker and Hyman, who
have been suffering with mumps are
improving.
Claudia Meador spent Saturday
and Sunday with Bclsíc Moore of
Clovis.
Mr. and Mrs. Rob Hyman of Bryan
were at the Carnahan home Sunday
and Monday.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Mr. Lyslie Hyman is having a house
Department of the Interior, U. S.
built on his place.
Land Office at Ft. Sumner, N. M.,
BLUE EYES.
Oct. Uth, 1919.
Notice la hereby given that Mary
Roberts, widow of William Hamby
Roberts, dee'd, of Mill Creek, Okla.,
RANCHVALE NEWS
who, on April 13th, 1916, made
Homestead entry, No. 013870, for
SE' See. 12, T. 1 N., R. 33 E., Lots
School is progressing nicely with 3, 4, EVi SWW, Section 7, Township
good attendance. We are having 1 N., R. 34 E., N. M. P. M., has filed
large crowds at Sunday School. notice of intention to make Final
Everyone is invited to come and join three yenr proof, to establish claim
to the land above described, widow
us.
Ira E. Billingslea, Judge
Mr. and Mrs. D. I. Barnett. L. H. before
Dison and little daughters, Velva and County Court, Chandler, Okla., witnesses before C. A. Schcurich, U. S.
Josephine, attended the
Commissioner, at Clovis, N. M.,' on
meeting Sunday night.
Mr. Louis Smith spent Saturday the 10th day of Dec, 1019.
Claimant names as witnesses: Ben
niglit, Sunduy and Sunduy niht at
Miller, of Portales, N. M., Bob Shoop,
Clovis.
Mrs. C. C. McGee made a business of Portales, N. M., Clyde Shoop, of
s
Havener, Clyde Wultman, of
trip to Clovis Thursday.
N. M.
Mr. and Mrs. C. Bohunnan, Louis
W. R. McGILL,
and Ruben Bohnnnnn railed on Mr.
Register.
and Mrs. L. C. Smith Sunday afternoon.
NOTICE I NOTICE I NOTICE I
Mr. Delmer Mouror and Joshua
Stovall left last week for parts in
We are now able to rchandle, re.
Texas.
grind and hone straight blade razors,
Miss Ethel Kelley, Raymon
and Lee Mitchell visited with safety razor blades, and anything in
All
Misses Mary and Roxie Smith Sun- the line of surgical instruments.
work is guaranteed to give satisfacday afternoon.
Bohannan
was visiting tion.
Vergie
Southwestern Drug Company.
home folks Sunday.

Clovis National
Bank
In point of strength, we stand

FORD OWNERS Be Happy
GET A CHAMPION SPARK GENERATOR
For your car. Save gasoline. Start your ear
easy. No kick. Also save plugs. Price $:i.50.

Hardy & Lewis
Distributors for Curry County, New Mexico.

THE UNIVERSAL CAR
Probably there is noothcr car that every day
in the year meets the demand of the physician
as docs the
Coupe, with its

t

permanent
top, us broad seat and deep upholstering, its
sliding plate glass windows, by whichin a
minute
the car is changed from a closed car to an open
car. Equipped with nn electric starting and
lighting system, demountable rims with
inch tires all around ami crn!rx!ying all
the
established merits nnd economics of the Ford
car. Let us Icxik nfrer your l ord car and you
will get genuine Ford parts and skilled

3i

y

Por-tule-

first.

things.
Pay begins the day you join. On board
ship a man is always learning. There it work
to be done and he is taught to do it well.
Trade schools develop skill, industry and
business ability. Work and play are planned
by experts. Thirty days furlough (vacation)
each year with full pay. The food is good. A
full outfit of clothing is provided free. Promotion is unlimited for men of brains. You
can enlist for two years and come out broader,
stronger, abler. "The Navy made a man of
me" is an expression often heard.

Y
PLEASANT

d

and Africa.

'

...

i

she comes, homeward bound, with "a
in her teeth", and a record for looking
into many strange ports in six short monthe.
If you had been one of her proud sailors you
would have left New York City in January,
been at Santiago, Cuba, in February, gone
ashore at Port of Spain, Trinidad, in March and
stopped at Brest, France, in April to bring the
President home. In May the Arizona swung at

HERE

Mi-s-

It is composed

'A

Ib
lüad
yon
f
u the AiiMma

their feed crops by working dny and

Buch-anna-

Jones & Lindley
OP"1'"!"

Highway Garage

mm

n

The News givos all the news and is only $1.60 per year..
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ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
Corporation Commission of
New Mexico.
Certifica!, of Companion
United State of America, State of

Let Us Take Care of

State

Mexico, SB.
is hereby certified

IM'W

It

that tho annexed ii a full, true and complete
transcript of the
C.rtificat. of Incorporation of
CLOVIS FURNITURE AND
UNDERTAKING COMPANY
(No Stockholders' Liability)
(No. 10127)
with the endorsements thereon, as
same appears on file and of record in
the r'flce of 'he Slate Corporation
Commissioner.
In testimony whereof, the State
Corporation Commission of the State
of New Mexico has caused this certificate to be signed by its Chairman
and the teal of said Commission, to
be affixed at the City of Santa Fe on
this 27th day of September. A. D.
1919.
(Seal)
HUGH H. WILLIAMS,
Attest
Chairman.
A. L MORRISON, Clerk.
C.rtificat. .f lacort-.ratloof CIotU
and Undertaking Company. (N. St.ckliold.ra' Liability)
We, the undersigned, in order to
form
corporation pursuant to the
statutes of the State of New Mexico.
do hereby associate ourselves togeth
er ror the purpose of forming a corporation and do hereby certify as follows:
ARTICLE I.
The name of the corporation is
Clovis Furniture and Undertaking
Company. (No. Stockholders' Liabil-

Your Eyes
If it bothers you to road at night.
If you suffer from lleudadles.
If your eyes water canity.
If your vision is poor.
If bright light irritates your eyes.
If you hare any eye trouble.

DENHOF
We are equipped to handle the most

With Resources 01
.

0 ne

Million Dollars

r

,.
.:
We are better prepared to
assist you than any bank in
this section of the country.

ity).

difficult eases.

ARTICLE II.
The registered office of the corporation shall be in the city of Clovis,
Curry County, New Mexico, and the
name of the statutory agent in charge
tnereof and upon whom service of
process may be made is H. G. Spring
field.

Build It Now!
That building work that you held off during the war
should be your first consideration during these hustling days of peace.
This town needs more up to date and better homes to
make it a real pleasure to live in.
If you can't build a new one, a little of the right kind
of remodeling and painting will really restore it to
present day standards.
WE HAVE THE MATERIAL TO DO IT RIGHT

Lone Star Lumber Co.
Telephone 23.

a

Clovis, New Mexico

MONUMENTS

.

Artistic Marble and Granite Memorials
Prices, Material, Workmanship Fully Guaranteed,
Also Lawn and Cemetery Iron Fencing.
YOU WILL SAVE MONEY BY SEEING US
BEFORE BUYING.

Rapp Monument Co.

20G

West Grand Ave CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO

TO)

e&dly

To S erve You!
We have plenty of money to take care of all
good farm loans and ean give you the same quick
service that has made our company popular with

the public.
Write or call on us when you need money.

UNION MORTGAGE
CO
MAIN STREET

M

P

A

NY
CLOVIS, N. M.

'

ARTICLE III.
The objects for which this corporation is formed, in additional to the
general powers conferred by law are
as follows:
To buy and sell at wholesale and
retail, furniture of every nature and
kind, and supplies and furnishings
for houses, homes, offices and stores,
and to buy and sell at retail and
wholesale furniture of every nature
and kind, including stoves, carpets,
hardware and any and all things generally or usually bought or sold by a
general wholesale and retail furniture store, and to do and perform
any and all acts usual or necessary
in conducting said business.
To engage in the undertaking and
embalming business, to buy and sell
coffins and caskets and any and all
things usually bought or sold in connection with such business and to do
and perform any and all things nee-- 1
essnry or essential to the carrying on
of such business,
To purchase, subscribe or other- -'
wise hold, sell, transfer or otherwise
dispose of stocks, bonds, niorlgnges,
notes and other evidences of indebtedness of persons, firms or corporations.
To issue bonds or obligations of
this corporation from time to time for
any of the objects or purposes of
this corporation.
To sell, lease or otherwise dispose
of and make any and all contracts in
respect to its properties, tangible or
intangible, as an intirety or any jv.H
thereof.
To acquire by purchase or otherwise, to own, hold, sell, lease, mortgage or encumber or otherwise convey real estate or other property, real
and personal, to improve, lease and
acvciope xor purposes or sale or
uum-- i wine, ami 10 ao Bna penorm an
things needful or lawful for the development of its said properties for
business, agriculture, trade, oil or
gas.
The foregoing clause shall be construed both as objects and powers,
and it is expressly provided that the
foregoing enumeration
of powers
shall not be held or construed to limit
or restrict in any manner the powers
of this corporation.
ARTICLE IV.
The corporation shall b authorized
to issue capital stork to the extent of
thirty thousand dollars ($30,000.00),
divided into three hundred (100)
shares "of the par value of one hundred dollar
(Í100.00) each. The
owners of the shares of stock slinl!
have full Votinif nnvi eires anil the
stock may be voted cumulatively.
ARTICLE V
The names and nostoffice ncMromM
of the incorporators, and the number
of shares of stock for whiell said incorporators respectively and severally
subscribe, the aggregate
of which
subscriptions heinir Sivtm.n llinnuiml
three hundred dollars ($10,800.00).
which is the amount nf r.hii.i ,1,
which said corporation will commence
business are as follows:
H. G. Springfield, Clovis, New Mexico, 75 shares.
R. M. Bishop, Clovis, New Mexico,
75 shares.
George Harshaw, Clovis, New Mexico, 10 shares.
W. R. Swaney, Clovis, New Mexico, 1 share.
H. E. Carlisle, Clovis, New Mexico, 1 share.
H. M. Campbell, Clovis, New Mexico, 1 share.
ARTICLE VI.
This corporation shall exist for a
term of fifty years.
In witness whereof, we have here
unto set our hands and seals this the
25th day of September, 1919.
R. M. BISHOP
H. G. SPRINGFIELD
GEORGE L. HARSHAW
W. R. SWANEY
H. M. CAMPBELL '
H. E. CARLISLE
Stute of New Mexico, County of Curry, ss.
Before me on this 25th day of
September, 1919, personally appear
ed, K. M. Bishop, H. U. Springfield,
George Harshaw, W. R. Swaney, H.
E. Carlisle and H. M. Campbell, to me
known to be the persons described in
snd who executed the within and
foregoing instrument and acknowledged to me that they executed the

First National
Bank
Clovis New Mexico

Capital and Surplus $120,000.00
Largest Deposits and Largest Capital Stock of any Bank In
Curry County
,
mm

same us their free uct and deed.
In witness whereof, I huve hereunto set my hand and affixed my seal
this 2oth day of April, 191.
JOE HEWITT,
Notary Public.
(Seal)
My commission expires August 13th,

Hurshuw, W. R. Swaney, H. E. Carlisle and H. M. Campbell,
to me
known to be the persons described in
and who executed the foregoing instrument and acknowledged to me
that they executed the same as their
free act and deed.
11)21.
JOE HEWITT,
(Seal)
Notary Public.
ENDORSED
My commission expires August 13th,
No. 10127
1921.
Cor. Rec'd Vol. 6, Page 590.
ENDORSED
Certificate of Incorporation of CloNo. 10128
vis Furniture and Undertaking Com
Cor. Rec'd Vol. 6, Page 590.
pany, no stockholders Liability.
Certificate of
of stockFiled in office of State Corporation
Commission of New Mexico, Sep. 27, holders of Clovit Furniture and Undertaking Company, no stockholders'
1919, 10:15 A. M.
liability.
A. L. MORRISON, Clerk.
Filed in office of State Corporation
Commission of New Mexico, Sep. 27,
ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION 1919,
10:15 A. M.
A. L. MORRISON, Clerk.
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
of
Commission
State Corporation
ADMINISTRATORS NOTICE
New Mexico.
C.rtificat. of Comparison
Notice is hereby given that letters
United States of America, State of
New Mexico, ss.
of administration upon the estate of
It is hereby certified that the an- William R. Bebermyier was granted
nexed is a full, true and complete to
me by the Probate Court of Curry
transcript of the
County, New Mexico, on the 23rd
Certifícala of Stockholders'
day of September, 1919, and all per
of
CLOVIS FURNITURE AND
sons having claims against said estate
UNDERTAKING COMPANY are required to present same for poy- (No Stockholders' Liability)
ment within the period of one year
(No. 10128)
with the endorsements thereon, ns from said date or they will be for
same appears on file and of record in ever barred.
the office of the State Corporation
ROBERT C. VINYARD,
Commissioner.
tp
Administrator.
In testimony whereof, the State
Corporation Commission of the Stute
Job Printing at lh News Office.
of New Mexico has caused this cer- tifll'ate to bp W.mA by its Chairman
and the seal of said Commission, to
be affixed at the City of Santa Fe on
this 27th day of September, A. D.

Dr J. B. Westerfield
Physician and Surgeon.
Office over Sunshine Shop
Office Phone 231.
Residence 269

DR. H. B. GIBSON
OSTEOPATH
Treats all diseases, both acuta and
chronic Office In New Tilt
building on corner north of Tire
Station and east of Lyceum
theatre.
Office phone 383. Residence
Clovis, New Mexico.

300.

THOMAS W. JONES
Veterinarian.
Otero Street.

200 West
Phone 45.

Clovis, N. M.

:

t

--

J. FOSTER

SCOTT,

Jr.,

MD.

PHYSICIAN and SURGEON

1

1IU9

HUGH H. WILLIAMS,
Chairman.
A L. MORRISON, Clerk.

(Seal)
Attest

Incorporator's
C.rtificat. of no
Stockholder's Liability.
We, the undersigned incorporators
of Clovis Furniture and Undertaking
Company, No Stockholders' Liability,
in pursuance to section four, chapter
112, of the 1917 session laws of the
State of New Mexico, do hereby declare, state and certify that there
shall be no stockholder's liability on
account of any stock issued by said
corporation and no stockholder's liability for unpaid stock shall attach on
account of any stock issued by said
corporation.
In witness whereof, we have hereunto set our hands to this separate
certificate, this the 25th day of September, A. D. 1019.
R. M. BISHOP
H. G. SPRINGFIELD
GEORGE L. HARSHAW
W. R. SWANKY
H. M. CAMPBELL
H. E. CARLISLE
State of New Mexico, County of Curry, ss.
Before me, on this 25th day of September. 1919. nei jonally appeared R.
M. Bishop, H. G. Springfield, George

Special attention Eye, Ear, Nose
and Throat .
Office Over Sunshine Shop.
Office Phone 10 ;
Res. Phone 18

Try

This
On Your
Eczema
If you are

Ü O. WAXaINER
CHIROPRACTOR
113 South Mala St.
PHONB

101

afflicted with

Salt Rheum, Tetter, dry
Eczema Acne or Pimples, buy a jar of that
sweet,

odorless ointment Dry Zenzal. For

the watery eruptions
the only sure treatment
is the soothing, healing
Moist Zenzal, 75c the

dr. c. l. McClelland

Physician and Surgeon
Residence 202 North Gidding
Office over Pierce Dry Goods Co.
CLOVIS, N. M.

jar.
DR.

Mears Pharmacy
Of Court

L. M. BIGGS
V.t.rinary Surg.oa
Phone 331
Clovis, Now M.slco
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Paramount-A-

Icraft Special

)

(l

JACKMAN'S

1

THE STORH

IN

"TOLD

Standard makes in both union suits and

"If You Know How to Pray, Pray for Me
Me and the Other Men in That Death Trap!"

Tonight-fo- r

.Then thU detpiied "tquaw-man- "
a
wat off to tave from an Indian
the men who had hamefulljr
jailed him aa a common horae thief!
Only the girl knew hit heart the
and the brother for whoae ain he had
buried himaelf in the Weat.

52.25 S2.45
Two piece

rv

mm

7

a

n

MMJinajuui

535.00

TRY TO GET

I
(

v

mi

M

--

850 51.00

I

1

PERSONAL MENTION
1 Cc
Pert Curies.

Elbows,
Cash Austin made a business trip
points in the Pecos Valley the first Shovels.
of the week.

' to

Genuine ROUND OAK Ranges and
Heaters.

atttiJáiUwaia
Miss Ellen Robinson, teacher in the
Melrose school, hus recently purchased a new Oakland Six.

Ukuleles! Ukuleles! Ukuleles! Just
received some keen ones. ( KOI'T
MUSIC CO.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Mears returned
week from a trip to Kansas City

this

and other points.
We sell better pianos for less
money. Expert tuning, repairing and
action regulating done on short notice. Phone 202. D. N. Croft.

Registered
Bull For Sale

For $100
Her it hit pedigree at thown
by the American Jertey Cattle
Club.
Name Vanwood Boy, No.
145315.
Sire Boone's
Tormentor,
No. 120520.
Dam
Meredule Lass, No.
358763.
Dropped Muy 15, 1'Jlfi.
Registered Sept. 13, 1919.
Breeder R. J. Booth.
Owner D. V. Vandiver.
This is a fine male and worth

a good deal more than the price
asked for one who needs him.

T. D. Humphrey
CLOVIS, N. M.

Stove

Polish

51.75

52.50

rá
V- -i

SG.00

51.50 $2.00 52.50

1

New Styles

m

.

and

m
m

Mallory Hats
m

Regular Meeting
CLOVIS COMMANDERY
Will be held at Masonic Hall
Monday Evening, Oct. 27th
at 8:00 O'clock.
Work in the R. C. and K. M.
Degrees. All Sir Knights residing in this Jurisdiction are in- R. J Neal, Recorder.
vited.

M

.

Mrs.

to

New ship- -

.

1

.Inst arrived by express, new niflv numbers in tli
A.
v....
'.,.. ...in, At. .11...... i,..u
1...... ....... .1
,
,
.... ,
new irimiiHiigN, :..
oronzc
in Mimics in
laurel and black. See 'em at
gun-iiici;r-

Auto painting.
254.

539.50

)ress loves in black, tan and irrav colors, of fine cape and china doir
.
. !
..
skiiis. It'oiKienui wearing gloves, at
to
Young men's caps in all the new shapes and colors. A big showing of the
season s best styles and colors, at
.1

H

imiJ

G5G

i

m

Wanted
tf 315 N. Connelly St.

tot

HiLf showing of new neckwear in hundreds of pretty patterns.
ments just received, at

OCTOBER 25th

Plume

56.00

to

Young Men's Furnishings

J rvi
,

$2.25

Unsterette Style

Mutt and Jeff Comedy

ail ill ii

to

In several pretty patterns, double breasted, waist seam wilh belt, in ptod
heavy woolens, at

I

Á

S1.25

53.95

52.95 S3. 5 O 54.00 54.50
Young Men's Overcoats

AT THE

Vl"

to

In sacking flannels and cotton and wool mixed materials in colors of
gray, wine, khaki and navv, at

"Back To The Kitchen"

Q

e

Men's Wool Shirts

Mack Sennett Comedy
Also

underwear at

Cl.OO

"Told in the Hills" ia a mighty epic
of the Weat. Aa a novel of pioneer
dayt it thrilled thoutands.
You can
now tee it enacted in vivid realitm
by an all ttar cast. Told in beautiful icenea that touch the heart and
atir the blood.

But when hia great day came, hia
found that hia "black"
defame
loul wat white and hia "yellow"
blood, (pilled for them, wa red
red!

two-piec-

styles, cotton and wool garments in colors of ecru
and silver gray. Union Suits

Scouts, minera, Indiant, sweet-hear- tt
of the old Weat, romance of
boundleat plain and tracklett mountain nil blending in thia faacinating
tale of a man who loat himaelf for
hate and found a wondroua lovo.

mat-aacre-

THEY TALK ABOUT

Men's Underwear

THE HILLS"

IN

1

Miller,

Fire

55.00

Auto Diluting. Bert Curless. Phone
354.

2

tf

Two good cart for tale. See Down
4 ing, garage at Axtel and Monroe...

to

.,

iW:
V

8

Heuters and Cook Stoves all kinds,
Erie E. Forbes, the auctioneer, returned the fiiJt of tho week from
for all people.
North Texas, where he went to conduct a big farm sale.

till prices

Mrs. V. T. Ash left Thursday mor
ning for a visit to ooints in Texas.
The New Mexico Conservatory of
Auto painting. Hurt Curloss. Phone
and from there will go to Arizona Music will present a number of its
254.
tf.
where she will spend the winter.
pupils in a recital at the High School
Dr. C. L. MeClellun has moved his
Auditorium on Tuesday night, Oct.
oflicc to the Lyons Building over the
D. P. Whitener of Texico was a
Stove Pipe, Coal Hods and Fire 2Kth, at 7:30 o'clock. The public is
Denhof Jewelry Co.
Clovis visitor Monday.
Shovels. Phone 72.
invited. Admission free.
For all kinds of feed, grinding
We buy hides and pay the top
l.ione' Johnson, who is attending
threshing and shelling, call at the price. Moss & White.
school at Abilene, Texan, spent sev
C'lovis Crist Mill.
eral days at home the past week visit
Alex Shipley left Tuesday for
ing his purtnts, Mr, and Mrs. A. W.
R. O. James and James McDowell
Chicago where ho goes as a witness
Mrs. Elmer. Ashemft, president of Johnson.
I...J before the
nf T..v;n
'l..:- voltura I...:.muy
iiAiiu nun; lluvia
federal court.
the Clovis Woman's Club was elected
of last week.
auditor of Stute Federation of WoAttorney Hurry L, Patton returned
Bale Ties and Groom Corn Wire.
man's Clubs at Raton last week for this week from St. Cloud, Minn.,
Don't fail to take advantage of that
1919-2where hn has been on legal business.
low introductory price on pianos.
Mr. Patton is one of the counsel in
CROFT MUSIC CO.
I want to know the whereabouts the famous Pnmlolfo case now being
of my son, Carl Stand ifer, wty was tried before the federal court in
W. W. Hungate is building an exHe is
tensive addition to his residence near
E. W. Bowyor received a painful last heurd from at Clovis.
P. J. Standifer,
Pleasant Hill.
cut on the hand this week from a needed at hitie.
Up
broken glass on one of the school Wichita Falls, Texas.
According to an advertisement in
Do you want to tell your car? See trucks.
the Fort Worth Star Telegram the
Kentucky Grain Drills and Osborne Horner Production season tickets are
Downing, garage at Aitell and
Mr. Farmo., you are likely to be Disc Harrows.
selling for $0.00, whereas in Clovis
planning to have a public sale this
they seU for only $5.00. The next
A beautiful assortment tt rugs at fall. If so, let the News print your
number of the series of entertainClovis Furniture Co., successors to sale bills. We will give you prompt
ments will be "Tho Thirteenth Chair",
TFT
R. H. Crook.
service.
and comes on November 4th.
tf
G. P. Kuykendall, Joe McClelland
County Superintendent Jas. M.
and Dr. H. A. Miller attended the Bicklcy is now spending the greater
Shriner's meeting in Amarillo this part of his time visiting the rural
week.
schools of the county. Curry County
has the best rural schools in the state
Sewing Wanted Will do any kind ahd this is due to a great measure
of sewing. Mrs. Jim Monroe, 712 N to the efficient work of Mr. Cirkley.
Prince St. Phone 433.
How about that Fordson tractor
Miss Anna O'Ncul, who lives on you are going to buy to do the Fall
South Calhoun, returned Inst week plowing with? The rain has come,
from Fort Worth, Texas, where she now do not lose any time by not being
has been visiting.
able to get your wheat sowed. Buy
a Fordson tractor and be assured o
The big song hit "Baby" and oodles wheat crop by being able to get your
of other classy ones. Just the ones to crips in early. We can deliver you
appeal to wife, sister, or sweetheart. a Fordson tractor at once, also two
and three disc plows for tractor powCROFT MUSIC CO.
'
er. Call at our display rooms and
.';
t
J. Frank Nee) shipped in 2000 head look over the Fordson tractor. Jones
of sheep this week which he will sell k Llndley, operating Highway Gar
to local farmers. Mr. Neel has suc- age.
Authorized agVjnts for Ford
ceeded in placing many sheep here Cars, Trucks and Fordson Tractors,
to the last Jew months.

t?

VtaUvly.sath

56.50

-

Dr. Clyn Smith is chairman of th?
Raosevelt Memorial Drive in Curry
County. He hus received many vol
unteer subscriptions this week. Curry
County's quota is $350.

y

'A

G. Mi'DufT Gamble has recently
purchased a quarter section of land
near Grady and has moved back to
that purt of the county.
R. J. Neal returned the first of the
week from a vlnit to his old homo at
Pnris, Tenn., and othes places in that
state He says he hail a fine time but
is glud to get back home.
Mrs. Hattie
Foster of Cordell,
Okla., and Mrs. Bctlie Gentry of
Texas are here visiting at tho
home of their sister, Mrs. L, H. Sanders. Miss Mullie Gentry of Nocona,
Texas, is also visiting at the Sanders
home. Miss Gentry is a niece to Mrs.
Sunders.
a,

ADMIRAL
WELDING

SHOP
JEFF D. BRYANT, Prop.

Rev. R. B. Freeman, the new pos-

tor of the Methodist Church, has

opened a study in tho Lyons building
over Denhof Jewelry Co. He requests
tho News to say thut he is ready und
willing at all times to visit the sick
Just received a big assortment -- I or do any other pastoral work and B
Player-rolls- .
All the latest hits. Hur- invites the public generally to call
ry and get yours before they are on him.
picked over. CROFT MUSIC COMPANY.
W. J. Swinney, Miss Alien Grady,
Mrs. Todd, James McDowell and S.
All men discharged from army and A. Davidson of Texico were in Clovis
navy interested in keeping their gov- Wednesday taking the examination
ernment insurance are invited to talk for the position of postmaster at thut
to John D. Brown, Now York Life place. Posgnactcr Hynter of Texrepresentative, who will be glad to ico resigned recently and an appointfree of ment will be made from the applifurnish them information
charge.
ltc cants named above.

County Commissioner A. L. PhilJ. Frank Neel left Wednesday morning for Cheyenne, Wyoming, to look lips has purchased the Carlton residafter matters connected with his ence near the east side school building
and plans to move to Clovis soon.
sheep business.

We weld any break of any
e, In any metal, at any time.

We buy and tell used

car.

J. D. Bryant
214 North Mala Street.

'
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u
The Store Presents Many Lovely New
rivals In
B

critical tastes.
Let individuality be the standard by which you judge the relative merits oí our apparel and that shown elsewhere. Quality, serviceability', you may take largely for granted at any shop of good
repute. It is their "knack V of enhancing one's personality that
has so generally evoked comment favorable to

W. I. LUIKART & CO.

1
12

YOU'VE BEEN attending

Shoos for Women, fine kid, Louis heels,
mahogany
$15.00
and reindeer
colors of
White kid, Louis heels
$13.50
$12.00
Dark grey, Louis heels
heels
$7.50 to $11.00
Black kid, Louis
Military heel, black and brown
$3.00 to $10.00
Smith Briscoe and Steadfast Shoes, English, brown
$10.00 and $12.00
and black
in
kid
Scvcixil lasts
$12.00 to $14.00
Kangaroo in black
$14.00
$3.00 to $6.00
.Buster Brown School Shoes
Daniel (Jrccn (Jonily House Slippers, many colors,
$2.00 to $3.00
for Men and Wmiien

ÍCAN
KP.W RTTTTS

...

HOW YOU'D look

vi-.--

IN ONE of the new

...

BELTED models

The overblouse appears in
manv diversions and varv-in- g
lengths. Of hlmy (!eor-gett- e
with uni(iie motifs of
head and silk embroidery,
both in monotone and
van-coloring-

THAT YOU drop in

solid comfort

AND LET us show you these suits

.

warm winter

MADE BY KIRSCHBAUM

..

...
. .
...

underwear

s.

AND THEN we'll be glad
TO SHOW you the

WE RECOMMEND

$5 to $25

Not Canuln

Suits

OVERCOATS and mackinaws,

Unlw Siaati

.

SHIRTS AND shoes,

Kcno sha-Kf- o
sed Krotch
Union Suits
--

Ste'J6itt-Sut-

GLOVES AND ties and hose

..
N EVERYTHING.
..

on every garment

m

$25 to $110

Simple little street frocks of
cloth; stunning fashions for
Ihe theater and afternoon
occasion; dainiy ta rt y t y pes ;
handsome gowns of t orinal

ma-

terials, beautifully made
$5 to $25

Bell--

(with apologies to K. C. R.)

v

e1.n

1

1
If .V

Stove Boards, Cual Hods
Pipe.

j

r

- .:

place. He is at present attending, to
the elevator and has two sons, Jem
and Noel, who are clerking, in the
store. Mr. Lnne expects to move bin
family here in the near future. Mcl- rose Messenger.

view neighborhood, had a sule htft MILLIONAIRE OIL MAN
Friday. Mr. Brooks moved the first
PLAYS GOOD SAMARITAN
of this week to Denton, Texus, where
he will make his home.
John Van Cleve, the young millionaire oil man of Wichita FuIIh, who
O. E. Klein, who has recently soU ,ns but a faint idea of what he is
his grocery business to Guy At And- - really worth in oil land, royalties,
orson, is planning to l''1'1 80011 '"' and money, was in Dalhart hist week
Oklahoma City. Mr. Klein says he 0n his way to his New Mexico ranch
does not plan to go back into business which he purchased recently.
In going from Dalhart to Texline
for a few mo.iths anyway.
by auto, he came upon a poor fellow
S. W. Lane of Clovis, has become in Perico draw who was up against
associated with E. P. Hurdirk in the it in the mud. Van Cleve stopped
mercantile and grain business ut this his own car and proceeded to wade

aid

--

í.

v

.

j

"Doug" Fairbanks' new seven reel
made by his own company.
If all the joy's gone out of life if
you are feelin' blue and gloomy
if
everything seems to be goin' wronfr.
you'd think it time to visit a doctor
not the liver and stomach kind of a
doctor but one that'd give you a mental jolt push you off on a fresh start
how'd that do? Well, there'i one
great big chance for you the absolutely sure cure for grouches blues
meloncholia go and see the joy
specialist Douglas Fairbanks in hit
new picture of love and laughter
and action and pep and ginger
and punch and thrills. You'll find
all in "His Majesty the American."
It will be shown at the Lyceum
Thrntrc Tuesday and Wednesday,
October 28th and 29th.

feature
Stove
(

Roy Bobier is here from Wichita
Falls, Texas, for a visit with his
mother, Mrs. R. J. Bobier. He will
leave soon to establish residence on
his claim near Encino.

County Commissioner Flemine savs
a good solution 6f the labor problem
now is when you want a thing done
for sure do it yourself. This year he
has planted and cared for a crop of
jovcr 100 acres nil by himself and
Uncle John is no "spring chicken"
either. He has all his feed cut and
W. C. Erwin, who lives east of
saved now.
Gvody wps in Clovis Tuesday.
Mr.
Erwin will have a public sale o
Judire Si'.m Bratton returned the Thursday, October 30th.
first of the week from Carlsbad where
he has been holding district court for
Lots of pood used heaters. Clovis.
the past two weeks.
Furniture Co.
i
'

v

pa

"HIS MAJESTY THE AMERICAN"

j

'
i

1

O

Mis3 Anita White of Letanto, Ark.
is here visiting at the home of her
brother, I. V. White.
.

Ó

Í

M

j

J. S. Lindley returned the first of
the week from Albuquerque, where
he has been serving as a grand juror
in the federal court in session there. j
A. B. Brooks, who lives in the

$20lt3$70

character

Retiulnr Communication
CLOVIS LODCE, A. F. & A.
Tuerday, October 28th
Work in M. M. Dog res
A. J. Whiting, Secretary.

:

WE THANK YOU.

Dresses

Skirts

I

niftiest

HATS AND caps and

Tailleur modes, perfect, in
tailoring and lit ; cost nine
suits richly fur embellished,
(productions of the most
exclusive Paris models, in
styles confined to this store

Harry O. Self and little daughter
Virginia and little Uuby Scay, returned to their home at Canadian,
Texas after a visit at the horn of
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Kloyd.

.

OR ONE OP the other kinds.

For

The elegance of our daytime
coats is accentuated by exquisite fabrics and unusual
colorings; evening wraps
and manteaux brilliantly express the highest art in design and color.

LOCAL MENTION

g

NOW WE'RE gonna suggest

Blouses

s

.

.

Coats

Tailored models of line

LEGION meetings

AND SEEING a lot of good lookin'

IT'S NEW WE HAVE IT"

$30 to $200

...

CHURCH AND the movies and

Jrving-Dre-

r

I

.

ing the styles that are newest. '

An assemblage of Ready-to-weaand Accessories that cannot fail to delight the woman of

1

,

Y'KNOW for a long time

In this department, as in all the others, we are show-

Autumn and Winter Attire

"IF

SAY FELLERS

SHOES

Ar-

'

j

j

j

To The Public

Threshing Machines
I, ,

.

REV.

We have purchased the Klein (Irocery and will
carry n full stock at all times. We invite the patronage of all our friends, assuring them that they will

R. B.

Listers

FREEMAN

Rev. Freeman is the new pastor of the Methodist Church in Clovis.
Mr. Freeman hns been stationed at Van
Texas, for the p.ist few
mouths. Before coming west Ik1 wa punier of the Second Mithodist
Church at Memphis, Tennessee.
,

get first class grocery service i.t all times.

into the mud knee deep, and, became1 quist, and now he was go'ng to
h
hut ..nd tfiw.test feat.
"Ladies and gentlemen," he
'villi a grand bow, "I will
poor fellow expressed his appreciarroceed to Bing that famous ballad.
tion of the tew ices, and stood ai:ii is. 'Good-byin a lady's voice, which will
when his benefactor refused to ace; nil appea:1 to proceed from the empty air
any enumeration for his services,' above your heads."
nd little knew that the man who, had
The minutes pawed. Looks of
helped him out of a bad hole had an rtrain and agony, doubt and anger
annual income of several millions. -- chased one another across the perDalhart Texan.
former's face but there wac no song.
Then a voice suddenly broke the
IN VAIN
silence.
it said.
"Taln't no good,
He had fairly puzzled the good vil- - "I'se done an los' that grnmnfoam
lag folk, had that clever ventrilo needle."

Disc Plows

per-ioi- n

'

of his superior knowledge of iv.r,
troubles, soon had the fellow's Dmli;c
out of th? bole and on his way, Jhr
V;

Buggies

,'

Guy & Andersoit
l

John Guy

(Successors to O. E. Klein)
Phone 22

J. B. Anderson

Skarda Hardyare Co.

gov-nor-

j

rr

J
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NOTICE OF APPOINTMENT
OF ADMIN 1STRTOR AND
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
In the Probato

Court of Curry

f:

Coun-

ty, Stab of New Mexico.
the mutter of the estate of R. J.
Krctchmar, deceased.
Notice is hereby given, thut letters
of administration on the estate of It.
J. Kretchmar, deceased, were granted
to the undersigned by the Probate
Court of Curry County, State of New
Mexico, on the 11th day of October,
1910.
All persons having claims against
said estate aro requested and required
to exhibit the same to the undersigned at hi office in Clovis, New Mexico, for allowance,
within
twelve
(12) months after the date of this
notice with necessary vouchers, or
they will be forever barred from any
benefit of said estate; or, said claims
may be filed with the clerk of said
Court.
Dated this the 11th day of October,
1919.
CASH RAMEY,
(Seal)
Administrator.
R. E. Rowells, Attorney.
In

M achinery
Mr. Farmer, machinery is the high-

est it lias been in the world's history
and no doubt will be for some time to
eomc. Why not build some

substantial

sheds to protect your implements from
the weather? We have a big stock and
can furnish you the lumber. We also
suggest building now that new home,
or the addition to the one you have, that
you have been promising yourself and

V
-- "1-

W

HiMMu

Cigarettes made to

meet your taste!
the world at any price!

Camels flavor is so refreshing, so enticing, it will
win you at once it is so new and unusual. That's
what Camels expert blend of choice Turkish and
choice Domestic tobacco gives you! You'll prefer
this blend to either kind of tobacco smoked straight
I

2, 1919)
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

i1',

jwA

.ií'.jH
jtr.yy' !M,
'.!:'! "'V. v'i
'"f i'J:
,:,

As you smoke Camels, you'll note absence of

any unpleasant cigaretty aftertaste or any unpleasant cigaretty odor. And, you'll be delighted
to discover that you can smoke Camels liberally

Department of the Interior, U. S.
Land Office at Fort Sumner, New

Alfalfa Lbr. Co.
"It Costs No More To Build
Clovis, N. M.

It Right"
Phone 15

Here's
Your Chance!
Fine Chickens For

Sale

150 White Leghorn Hens

250 White Leghorn Pullets

They are of Fine Stock
You can reduce the high cost of living
by having some of these fine layers in
your back yard.

For Prices See

A. B. AUSTIN

Corn Binders for immediate
Delivery
Wagons in all Sizes
Van Brunt Drills
Disc Harrows

Mexico, September 27th, 1919.
Notice is hereby given that Leslie
Cooper, of Clovis, N. M., who, on
May 17th, 1915, made Homestead
Entry, No. 012619, for EMi SE",,
Section 33, Township 4 N., Range
34 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has Mod
notice of intention to make Final
three year proof, to establish claim to
the land above described, before W
J. Curren, U. S. Commissioner, in his
office at Clovis, N. M., on the 11th
day of November, 1919.
Claimant names as witnesses: Sam
uel Stewart, of St. Vrain, N. M., Ros
coe Arnspiger, of St. Vrain, N. If.,
Will E. Mills, of Havener, N. M.,
Ralph Arnspiger, of Havener, N. If,
W. R. McGILL, Register.

ico, September 18th, 1919.
Notice is hereby given that Vernon
Tate, of Clovis, New Mexico, who, on
May 9, 1919, made Additional Home
stead Entry, No. 022429, for North-

west Quarter, Section 15, Township
6 North, Range 35 East, New Mexico
Principal Meredian, has filed notice of
intmtion to make Final Three Year
Proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before C. A. Seheu-ricU. S. Commissioner, at Clovis,
New Mexico, on the tenth day of November, 1919.
Claimant names as witnesses: Del.
mar I. Barnett, Phillip S. Lamison,
Chas. E. Dennis, Ross S. Cherry, all
of Clovis, Now Mexico.
R. P. DONOHOO, Register.
NOTICE OF APPOINTMENT
OF ADMINISTRATOR
In the Trobate Court of Curry County, New Mexico.
In the matter of the Estate of Philo
Alden, deceased, No. 265.
Notice is hereby given thut on the
26th day of September, !91!), F. 8.
Burns, whose business and p.wt office
address is Clovis, New Mexico, wis
duly appointed administrator of the
estate of Philo Alden, deceased, by
the Probate Court of Curry County,
New Mexico, and that he is now the
iduly qualified and acting administrator of said estate.
Notice is further given that. 11 per-- ,
sons who have claims against said es- fate are 'quired to- present the same
to said administrator within the time
prescribed by law.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal
of said court, this the 2th day of
September, 1919.
(Seal)
W. C. ZERWKR,
County Clerk and
Clerk of
the Probate Court.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S.
Office at Fort Smniic,
M.,
Sc,t 20th, 1919
Notice is hereby given l!i it Kran-i- s
K liyrne, of C ud, N. M
who on
pn; 24th, 191 B, made Homestead
E.ry. No. 013033, fo. W'4 RW'(
S.c 7.. T. 4 N. H. 35 E. and SKV, vt
Seel inn 12, Township 4 N'., Kuiii;i 34
E. N. M. P. Mer'dian, hm I, led noiicc
of intention to make Kii.'l Three year
I
.0 ista'ilish claim : li t
j
I .mil

-

(

A. Si

hen-r-

i'

li

i
12(1) day
Clo'.ls, K t,i on
November,
Clniinant .trues as 'i'.rcsi'i:
liam W. Pipkin of Claud, N. M.,
i'hu'les Hnuly of Clovis N. M..
Friar nf Htvcner, ?.. M , I;
v
Smith of Claud, N. M.
W. R. MtC.ir.L,
Refrisler.
C---

A. W. SKARDA

'iui-uli-

J.

S. SKARDA

1
L
The News gives all the news and is only $1.50 per year.

I.

without tiring your taste!
experienced. They're a cigarette revelation!
You do not miss coupons, premiums or gifts.

You'll prefer Camels quality!
iff

,

í :'V
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18 cents a package

K

Carrw'a
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I

vrywhr

Bold
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R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO.
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STATE OF NEW MEXICO
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
PUBLIC LAND SALE
CURRY COUNTY

Department of the Interior, U. S.
Land Office at Tucumcari, New Mex-

'c-if- .

to W. rVIsmUIrr

.',;

Take Camels at any angle they surely supply
cigarette contentment beyond anything you ever

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

nk vo d Triced, bcfor i ('
ii
I' S. f v missioi

Successors

''"i,

(First published Sept. 25th, 1919)

,

SKarda Hardware Go.

.

Camels are offered you as a cigarette entirely
out of the ordinary a flavor and smoothness
never before attained. To best realize their quality compare Camels with any cigarette in

(First published October

vour familv.

m.

is

(At Drug Store)

suant to the provisions of an Act of
Congress approved June 20th, 11110,
the luws of the State of New Mexico,
and the rules and reirulutions of the
Slate Lund Office, the Commissioner
of Public Lands will offer at public
sale to the highest bidder at Ü o'clock
A. M., on Tuesduy,
Januury
fith,
U 20,
in the town of Cluvm, County
of Curry, State of New Mexico, in
front of the court house therein, the
following described tracts of lund,
viz:
Sale No. 1350 All of Sec. 36. T.
2 N., R. 35 E
containing 040.0U
aerea, the improvements consists of
houses, barns, corrals, well, windmill,
tunk, fencing, orchard, vulue $5,lti0.
SUle No. 1351
All of Sec. IK, T.
6 N., R. 311 K., containing 640.00
acres, the improvements consist of
fencing, vulue $050.00.
No bid on. the above described
tracts of land will be accepted for
less than TEN DOLLARS (S10.00)
per acre, which is the appraised value
thereof, and in addition thereto the
successful bidder must pay for the
improvements that exist on the land.
bach of the above described tiacts
will be offered for sale separutely.
The above sale of land will be subject to the following terms and con
ditions, viz:
The successful bidder must pay to
the Commissioner of Public Lands or
his agent holding
such sale,
of the price offered by
him for the lui.cl, four per cent interest in advance for the balance of such
purchase price, fees for advertising
and appraisement and all costs incidental to the sale herein, euch and all
of said amounts must be deposited in
cush or certified exchange at the time
of sale and which said amount and
all of them are subject to forfeiture
to the Stute of New Mexico, if the
successful bidder docs not execute a
contract within thirty days after it
has been mailed to him liy the State
Land Office, said contract to provide
that the purchaser may at his option
make payments of not less than
of ninety-liv- e
per cent of
the purchase price at uny time after
the sale and prior to the expiration
of thirty years from the date of the
contract and to provide for the payment of any unpaid balance at the
expiration of thirty years from the
dute of the contract with interest on
deferred payments at the rate of four
per cent per annum payuble in advance on the anniversary of the date
of the contract, partial payments to
be credited to the anniversary of the
date of the contract next following
the date of tender.
The above sale of land will be subject to valid existing rights, easements, rights of way and reservations.
All mineral rights in the above described lands are reserved to the
Stnte.
The Commissioner of Public Lands
or his agent holding such sale reserves the right to reject any and all
bids offered ut.suid sale.
Possession under contracts of sale
for the above described tracts will
be given on or before October 1st,
1

1020.

Real Service!

ei iniftn

niamuimion.
NaarMt to mother'
KdHI't to
BltLk.

Office of the Commissioner of Public
Lands, Santa Ke, New Mexico.
Notice is hereby given thut pur

Witness my hund and tho official
seal of the Stnte Land Office of the
Stute of New Mexico, this eighth day
of October, 1919.
N. A. FIELD,
It is easy to establish a national Commissioner of Public Lands, State
of
New Mexico.
reputation. An Indian did it merely
First publication Oct. 16, 1919.
by buying ten silk shirts at $10 each. Last
publication Dec. 25, 1919.
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We are now feeding more
people than at any time we
have been in tho restaurant
business in Clovis. There It a
reason for this. We arc giving
our patrons tho very best
service and plenty of good
things to cut.

V. Steed

C.

OPEN ALL NICHT
We have adopted a new
icy of keeping

Undertaker and
Embalmer
Manager Clovii Cemetery
Phone

14

Both Day and

Nliht

pol-

our restaurant

open all night. This will give
the wheat haulers a chance to
get something to eat no matter
how late they are in getting In
at night or how early they want
to get out in the morning.

Ogg & Boss Cafe
Open All Night
eat always take

After you

ATONIC
)

(TOR YOUR

Instantly rcliuvcK Heartburn,
Feeling. Stops foodftiurinff,
repratinj?, and all Btoniarh mi.wrif.
Blont-tdGai-

AMadirt4find

Appetite.

i

ttomirh

vruiLawi atronf. íiktoüw Vifmiiy fttiU i'vp.
ATONIC h the hcrt remedy. Tonn of thoi
9:ihla wori'lerf Lilly lii'tielitct. Only cutituno'tit
or two A d.iy to une it. I'Hiitlvifly ytmntn'-rr w will tufunO nuny. Out ft tug

tff)ltr
po trwla
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SOUTHWESTERN DRUG CO.,
Clovii, N. M.

Phone No. 97 for job printing.
Phono us. No. 97.

Mrs. J. W. Welch
Teacher of Piano Twenty Years Experience
Modern Methods Taught Careful and Thorough
Training a Specially.

For Information and Terms call at IÍ08 N.
Phone No. 214.

rile

or

Magic City Furniture and

Undertaking Co.
(JOHNSON

BROS.;

Embalmers and Funeral Directors
LADY ASSISTANT
Day Fhone 211

AMBULANCE SERVICE
Night Phone 235

.

(

L

J

,
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uuiiamg is un me Doom in tiovis

Every Farmer Needs Money at Some Time

The City Drug Store

And thit yard is equipped to furnish everything in the building
material lines. We own our own tew mills, limber lend and equip,
men! and furnish building materials to 121 yards in the great South-wku- t,
owned by this company. Let u. figure with you en your
lumber bill.

And there b no more independent way to get it than through. a
farm loan and with a company where the red tape is cut out and. tbar
borrower gets all the money he applies for without miscellaneous V
ductions. Ask mea bout it.

H. F.YOUNG,

ALFALFA LUMBER CO.
(By R. KENNETH EVANS)

W. B. CRAMER, Manager.

CLOVIS

NEW MEXICO

Í

FARM LOANS
he F. K. Collins Investment Co., of Oklahoma Cifj
NEW MEXICO

Representing
CLOVIS

o

J-

I
&

--

With the change in management of the City Drug .tore

ev
-

t-

great plans are being made to make this institution one of

I

The Union Mortgage j
!
Company

K

We hare plenty nf money to take
care of all good farm loans and can
give you the same quick service that
has made our company popular with
the public.

the very best to be found in New Mexico or West Texas and
with the general advancement

In Clovis

general raising pf the standards of the store it is welcomed

Carrying one of the most extensive lines of Staple and Fancy
Grocers and Meats. Our meat market ir connection is in charguraf
experienced meat cutters and we handle only the best.

E. B. EASTHAM

The City Drug Store was incorporated in 1917 and tho

í
"

"

WEST GRAND AVENUE

controlling interest was owned by J. Foster Scott, a promi-

CLOVIS

NEW MEXICO

X

nent practicing physician of Clovis ami a physician who has
lived here

X

4

Marry the Girl and We Will Furnish the Home J
And to those who are already married
we carry one of the most extensive, stocks
this section ot Now Mexico.
Tour credit
you can pay for your new furniture on the
hand goods bought and sold.

for many years and been an influential factor in

September of this year Dr. Scott sold

t

store.

tat

j. t.

X

:

ii Laua

will mean

Hay

mak-

He was

with drug stores in North Texas. He has moved his family
to Clovis and will make this his permanent home ihd will

WARRINER

enter into the spirit of upbuilding and development and
identify himself with the business interests of the city.
The new management will make a special effort in the
prescription depnrtmcnt, which is one of the most important

CHIROPRACTOR

of a drug store.

departments

prescriptions

fillinif

BUILDING
101

X

Upon the method used in

depends the success of an attending

A registered

physician.

Phone

South Main

exert all his influence towards

he will

Texas, an extensive drug house, and was formerly connected

Í

X

113

the drug store it

formerly connected with the Dye Drug Company of West

NEW MEXICO

- WARRINER

that

in

Mr. Dickinson comes to Clovis from Texas.

$444.44.4tf44444444444444444444444444444444'r'

t

In taking over an interest

ing it an institution which will be a credit to Clovis.

PROMPT SHIPMENTS ON MAIL ORDERS

0.

this section and has worked unceasingly for the upbuilding
of Clovis.

We are enlarging our stock of merchandise and are now in a
position to supply the entire retail trade in the Clovis trede territory.
We are installing complete line, of groceries, canned gouds, sundries
and smoker supplies.

Dr. C.

pharmacist

will be in charge of

this department at all times, qualified to fill the most

com-

plex prescription to an iota.
X

The City Drug Store is equipped at this time with one
of the most complete stocks of drugs, drug sundries and all
clussei of merchandise to be found in an up to date drug

The Sheep Industry Is Growing In

$

S

available

is installed

this Industry here and those
in the

J

industry

should call on me for in.

styled

drug

store.

X

Offices

X

maintained in Clovis, rear of

J

First National Bank Bidg.

J. FRANK NEEL
NEW MEXICO

CLOVIS

Burnswick

Qw Stock Is

Dry

NEW MEXICO

ev

ttt

I

The Home Manufactured Flour

SUNLIGHT

grade, milled from the same grade of wheat as Kaa- sas and Minnesota flours and sold cheaper a the local consumer savee
the transportation charge. Ext.nsivo dealers in grain, feed and. coaf.

-

As good a

Jew
v

Clovis Mill & Elevator Co,
-

CLOVIS

NEW MEXICO

T

1

I In
X

J

Point of Strength We Stand First

Depository for the Government,
County and the Santa Fe railroad.

State of New Mexico, Curry

T

a.

t

The Clovis National Bank

t

-

k-

Truly the Bank That Accomodates

Capital $25,000.00
Surplus $23,000.60

Deposits $439,534.86

CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO

THE SCHEURICH AGENCY

f

are

Alwayi Plenty of Money to Loan on

of a city

4V

1

Farm.

We Will Help You To Build a Home
Call on us for paticulart

An ex-

Kodaks and supplies

4

FOR CASH

CLOVIS

and Victor

by the Victor company.

stock and make ideal holiday goods.

Hail and Fire Insurance
J

NEW

CLOVIS

HtlltU

3

thermos

safety razors, hand painted china,

Dykes line of proprietary

buy and sell and produce
wool.

WE SELL

phonographs are carried in stock, including all the latest and
new records manufactured

bottles, rubber goods,

and

line of

and a complete line of stationery, toilet articles,

Í
sheep

A

The popular shopping place of Clovis for variety goods.
goods and all lines of variety merchandise.

ceptionally fine line of Ivory goods make up a part of this

formation.

I

The fixtures

here.

modern and up to date and meet the requirements

There is a great field for 2

p

The fountain service is excellent and one of the best

store.

fountains

New Mexico

interested

1

He has been one of the

important factors in the development of the resources of

?

WHITING'S

ex-

has resided in Clovis for some time and
owner.

J

This store sells for cash realising that it is possible to sell for
less money as there are no dead accounts to be absorbed by increase
in per cent of profit.
2k

way in general.

. t
rorocer rv.o.,
inc.

CLOVIS

t'4-- "

These men,

tensive experience in the drug business and in a commercial

Mr. McClellund

Wholesale Crocerirs, Flour Produce,
Grain and Feed.

half interest in the

men dud have had

are progressive business

Both

is an extensive property

.

u

.
T
T
T
T
TT
4T
Pay Cash and Get Your Own co of Profit

the first of September, took over the munagement of the

Opposite Postofflce

t

The first of

the development and upbuilding of Clovis.
store to Joe McClelland and W. H. Dickinson.

and want new furniture
to be found anywhere in
is good at this store an
installment plan. Secon

Harris Furniture Company

i

I
Í
Í

i:

provement of this store, the adding of additional stock and

more step up the lucidor of advancement.

J.

t
t

The Oldest Established Grocery

im-

by the commerciul interests of the city as it means one

MAIN STREET, CLOVIS, N. MEX.

:

in business circles the

remedies and smokers supplies

Baker Bros. Agency

provides this store with an excellent stock of merchandise.
The new management of the City Drug Store wishes to
impress upon the people of this trade territory that no
money or time will be spared in putting an extra large stock
of merchandise to be found in this section.

In fact the new

management will do everything in their power to make this
the leading institution of New Mexico.

igger an

of Clovis'
Farm Loan., Abstract., Real Estate and Insurance
Representing aeventeen of the most reliable old line insurance)
companies. We write automobile and hail insurance in reliable com- panies. An institution with a record since its establishment in 190T.

C. C.

BAKER

1

rJ.

H. E. BAKER
Clovis, New Mexico

eifer Than
t

U

JJi

r

'.""V.l'

new management the City Drug Company will install
UNDER
lines, increase the stock and do everything possible to make this the most complete drug store in New
Mexico. Improvements will be added throughout.

Under New Management
WTwm

he Ciw Dra

tor

1?

t

1

lovis'

w-1-

1
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Ocean-to-Ocea-

Vake of Good Roads in Curry County
As we emerge from the primative
aonditions to meet the requirements
f our mod rn civilization we are confronted with problem after problem
necessitating incifased expenditure
rf treasure and mental and physical
ffort constituting, as it were,' the
trowing pains of the community but
ill emerging through accomplishment
mto the finished product of developed
ommercial centers, with higher standards of living and consequently the
elimination of those hardships and
Uriels which, wkile they made hearty
men in the old pioneer days, were
either sought nor enjoyed by those
who had to undergo them.
Who having once traveled over a
nodern highway in a high powered
uto would be willing to return to
Hie labored traveling of the old tine
prairie schooner, whose motive power
vas the patient oxen who later drew
the cumbersome plow, to help evolve
a bare existence from the virgin soil
f the country. None, wo venture to
By, yet the modern conditions of our
oivilization cannot be met nor enjoyed without effort and expenditure
and the march of progress is go fast
about us that none could afford to
lag behind, but while the installation
of modern conveniences and comforts
attract capital and contribute to our
ra personal pleasure, indifference
r carelessness bring in their wake
retrogression and decay with certain
pecuinaiy losses.
Without doubt the greatest
element to the development
f successful commercial centers and
ifie appreciation of rural land and increase in population through the attraction of discriminating farmers,
the modern highway. Reams of
argument might be printed sustaining
tfii's position but it is believed that
no necessity exists in Curry County
today to instill this axiom in the
minds of the citizens. The day is
irone when there can be found in this,
iir any other community, a citizen
ho will set up the argument that it
is not worth the small annual tax en
tailed to provide and maintain a
Sighway that will enable one to
transport 2000 pounds comfortably
ever a road that previously consti- tntcd a serious problem when 1000

47
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CLOVIS, THE GATEWAY TO NEW MEXICO
The above map was made by D. W, Jones, District
pounds was in the wagon. When it
took three to six trips to transport
the same quantities of farm products
with wear and tear on vehicles and
animals that all but reduced the value
of the cargo to zero because of injury and loss when it had reached its
destination.
As stated in previous articles during this campaign the minor things
have not been overlooked in the development of this section and the citizens who have been responsible for
the building of Curry County and
Clovis to the enviable position she
now maintains in the commercial
world have taken a deep interest in
the matter of good roads. There is
probably not a county in the state of

Highway Engineer.

New Mexico that has a better system
of highways.
The map on this page shows that
Clovis is the real gateway to New
Our roads
Mexico from the east.
radiate in all directions and beckon
to the tourist to come our way. Below
we give some of the Highways that
center at Clovis Irom the Lone Star
State and come into Clovis. The map
prepared by District Highway Engineer D. W. Jones shows them and
he furnishes the information below
about the highways:
The Texas State Road No. 9 starts
at Corpus Christi,
on
thence northwest to San Antonio, San
Angelo, Lubbock and thence over a
broad rtate road through Farwell and
tide-wat-

()

Toxico to Clovis.
Texas State Road No. 7 passes
through Palestine, Waco, Brownwood
Sweetwater and Littlefleld and then
rolls into Clovis over our splendid
state road.
Texas State Road No. 28 in connection with State Road No. 1 from
to Dallas and Fort Worth,
where hundreds of thousands are being spent on a magnificient concrete
highway; thence to Benjamin,
Paducah, Plainview, Olton and
into Clovis over this same New Mexico State Highway No. 19.
Texas State Road No. 5 begins at
Childress where it connects with State
Highways out of Oklahoma; thence
due west through Silverton, Tulia anil
Dimmit into Clovis. This gives Clovis
a
road to
the oil fields of Oklahoma.
A splendid
road from
Okluhoma enters the state of Texas
at Shumrock, thence 'hrough Groom,
Amarillo, Hereford and Farwell into
Clovis, thus giving us a direct high
way to Amarillo and Oklahoma City.
There are numerous
north and
south Texas State Highways that
these splendid highways leading to the Clovis gateway
that makes them available to all the
people of Texas, Mississippi, Okla
homa and Kansas.
On the New Mexico side the State
Highway commission has been no less
active. Five great trunk line State
Highways connect with these eastern
roads and radiate from Clovis to
every part of the state south, south
west, northwest and north.
These five State Highways, acting
like the main arteries of the heart,
distribute tho present and the
future traffic to all parts
of the state arc as follows:
State Road 19. popularly known
as the Abo Pass Route and the Postal
Highway, begins on the state line at
l,
thence through Clovis
Melrose, Fort Sumner nnd Vaughn to
Albuquerque where the traveler can
continue went over the Occnn-to- Ocean Highway or turn north or
south over the great El Camino Retí!.
At Fort Sumner a connection is made
with State Road 20 to Santa Rosa
ami I.ns Vegas.
State Road No. 18 berra the traveler south through Portales and Ros- well to the Mesculero Indian Reserva
tion and some of the finest mountain
and valley scenery in the world,
thence to Tularosa, Alamogordo and
El Paso. This same Highway No. IS,
if a traveler wishes to journey north,
carries him through the wheat belt
north of Clovis to Grady, Tucumcari
and Clayton on to Colorado.
State Highway No. 17 begins at
Lovington thence through Tatum,
the Jenkins country and Portales to
Clovis with a highway that reaches
the great plains country to the south
and connects important roads into
Texas and New Mexico.
State Rond 57 furnishes a second
route to Santa Rosa and the Northwest.
These highways are rapidly biting
brought to a state of perfection.
AlmoHt one million dollars of State
and Federal Aid has been allotted to
them as a part of tho three year pro
gram now being executed.
The importance of Clovis as the
gateway to New Mexico arid the West
will Increase from year to year as
these splendid highways are brought
more nearly to an ideal state for
Tcx-arka-

Cro-wcl- l,

inter-countr- y

1

Oh, Boy!

1

Skating Rink Opees
Halloween Night, Oct. 30th
With A Bang

g

Texico-Furwel-

V

A big masquerade skate to good music with a high
class pair of Richardson skates as a premium for the
Best Costume. Also athletics. We want you all to
be

there and have a rousing good opening for a

car-niv-

al

of fun and good, healthy, clean amusement for
the winter season. Remember our slogan of former
days, no roughness or immorality will be allowed.
We want to make a higher class of humanity out of
you physically and morally.

0

Programs later.

A.E.Sieger

travel.
A new highway through this sec
n
tionals the Indian Trail
Highway, which begins at
Wilmington, N. C, and terminates
at Los Angeles through Memphis,
Tenn., Birmingham, Ala., Little Rock,
Ark., Ardmore and Lawton Okla.,
Childress nnd Tulia, Texas, Clovis,
Roswell and other western points
through El Paso.
At the recent meeting of tho Ozark
Trails Association at Roswell, the authorities were asked to run a route
through Clovis, branching off from
tho Trails route in Texas and coming
by here instead of south. Col. Harvey was so well impressed with the
proposition that he agreed to inspect
the route and consequently came to
Clovis. The party was delighted with
the road through here and there is
little doubt but that a branch of the
Ozark Trails will be routed through
here in the near future.
The State Highway Commission is
under the able direction of Mr. L. A
Gillettw He has under way much road
work and all has been well done. The
.funds for the state highways are
equitably divided and eastern New
Mexico Jibs come in for her just
share. Mr. Gillett and his assistants
have adopted the policy of doing one
thing well before going onto another
and right now and for the next several months, the big piece of road
construction in this section will be
work on the highway from Texico to
Clovis and on south to Portales, and
down the valley. This road will event
ually be a hard surfaced one and one
that will attract much travel this way.
In charge of the State's work in this
district, Mr. D. W. Jones, has made
an enviable reputation for himself.
He holds the position of District Road
Engineer and has supervision over
the work in Curry , Roosevelt Quay,
Guadalupe and DcBaca Counties and
maintains his headquarters in Clovis.
Mr. Jones has had much experience
along this line. He was general superintendent of construction for the
Crosbyton South Plains railroad out
of Lubbock in 1910 and for three
years in East Texas and Oklahoma he
was connected with road work. He
has been connected with the state
highway department for the last four
ypars and hns done some very effective work alo.ig the line of encouraging
roads.
The State Highway Commission is
planning itn etr.nsive malntemtn.v
rnmpuign for the next year and fur
actor,
tliif purpoie bue distributed
trurks, and road graden end
drags to various districts
this district.
In additional to
l
aid projects in Roosevelt and
Curry Counties, other projects in P Baca, Guadalupe and Quay Counties
wi'l be handled through the district
office hero. In PeHara County on
the Clovis to Vaughn road, $HH,000
federal aid has been received. $117,- 500 has been secured in Guadalupe
County 'for tho Las Vegas, Tucum
cari road which is also a feeder to

besides that being done on the government highways.
Clovis and Curry County
ave a
right to claim the distinction of having excellent road facilities and other
commercial conditions ara developed
in this section In keeping with the
good roads situation.

NORTH

HOT

El

The one big road project now before the people of Curry County is
getting a hard surfaced road to the
north part of the county. The farmers of the Grady, Bcllview and
e
neighborhood have raised an
enormous feed crop this year and it
is a difficult matter to get to the
markets without better roads. The
advent of the truck and auto has
made it possible for every community
to have the advantages of a railroad
if they can procure good dirt roads.
The plan now is to vote a bond is
sue of around $200,000 and secure
federal aid for an equal amount and
build a $400,000 highway to the
northern part of the county. Nothing will enhance the value of lands
in the county more than this expenditure. It was planned to present a
petition to the commissioners at last
regular meeting but it was not done,
however the Clovis business men, as
well as the farmers living north, are
in such hearty symputhy with the
movement that it will no doubt be
brought to a vote at sometime in the
near future, and when it is voted on
the News predicts that it will carry
by a lurge majority.
Hoi-len-

A REMARKABLE YIELD
Mr. Rush, who lives near Field,
some forty miles northwest of Clovis,
had an unusual wheat crop in some
respecta. He sowed 26 pounds per
acre instead of the usual 40 pounds.
Insured in two companies against hail
at 12.50 per acre in each company.
It was cut to the ground by hail and
he collected insurance of $25 per
acre. It grew again and yielded over
30 bushels per acre, some of it 39
bushels. It was not all easy sailing,
however, he could not get a thresher
until late and rain damaged it a lot.
He is not through threshing yet.

1 --

Now Handling

incli-.diu-

fel-era-

Clovis.

The county roads are looked after
by County Road Superintendent
George McLean and plans are being
made for the expenditure of ft 2,000
to $14,000 on roads during the next
year, Mr. McLean has done some
good work since taking charge in the
spring as his office was only created
at that time. Right now he says he
is handicapped somewhat for labor
as he has not been able to secure, the
labor he really needed to properly
prosecute the work. He is now in
ehnrge of all road work m the county

GROCERIES
ON THE SIDE
I am not much
I

for advertising but

have always paid the top price for

eggs, chickens, hides, and all kinds of

Nw

produce.

I am adding

a fresh

line of groceries which I will sell a

little cheaper for spot cash.

Clovis Cream &

Produce
O. M. Reeta, Prop.

Phone 133

Fall St ock Mow

Comole 6
Mens Famous Florshiem
Shoes
For Ladies Red Cross Shoes
For Children We carry á
big line of children's shoes.

Shoe Repairing

A

Specially

A. Wiedmaim
The Bes Oak and Elk Sole Leather For Sale

(
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I Anything Wrong With Your Automobile?
J

This garage

f

The Num. Electric

equipped to handle all classes of repair work on
uiiiuuiio aim
"
in uieciricai and battery
Í,
work, Extensive line or autoaiobilo tirei and accessories. Five of
the most competent automobile men in the business employed in this
repair department. Complete vulcanizing plunt. Batteries repaired
and recharged.
Distábate lor the Willard SUrtft Battery
PenniylvuU, Racine, McCraw aad State diitribaUr (or Atuzoa Tirei.
la

TAYLOR TIRE & BATTERY CO.
1

1

1

SOUTH

WE HAVE STOVES

Ik

J

rice.

(By R. KENNETH EVANS)

A lino

I

Heating Stoves, Cook Stove., Ranges, all bind., all
Stoves for everybody. If you are in need of any
kind of stove call and let us .how you what we have in our
big stock.

of Clovis

II

MAIN STREET

Go,

of business of which Clovis has

long;

sáWaW''

felt the need

fe

"

jaisnaawieajs.ll

an electrical supply house employing: experts capable of

doing electrical contraction work and contracting for such
The extensive building operations in the city which

worki

The Leading and Popular Drug Store of Clovis f
t

atid the installation of such work has shown beyond a

Carrvinf evervthine la be

nationally adveriiftai mjf-ke- t nrls.
C mm
..a was
....I.
hkii mm
Victrolu, Grapbonolu, Candi, Cocmetics and Toilet good. iwuat
Inm

"

m

11

Our prMcription department
tat at all timet.

in charge of a registered pa arm a- -

P

I
fT

i

CLOVIS

ble doubt

tilt?

possi-

opportunities that exist for success along this

fine and with the establishment of the Nunn Electric

at the corner of Main and
long
felt want and gives to Clovis
that

f

C. V. KELLEY, Manager.

f

DODGE AND PAIGE AUTOMOBILES

J

Automobile supplies of all kinds, Including repair w,erk and
electrical and ignition work. Curb service for gasoline and oils.

j

The Most Complete Garage In This Section of.New Mexico

another reliuble und extensive business institution.

CLOVIS

NEW MEXICO

NEW MEXICO

The Nunn Electric Company in Clovis will be under the
management and direction of O. E. Jones, who has lived in

The Citizens Bank of Clovis
Safe, Sound, Careful and Courteous !
,

MM

Clovis for the pust three yeacs, with the exception of eight

competent in his line.

is well known in this city as

f

CAKES, PIES, BREAD

suc-

Wholesale and Retail

the long felt want of furnishing electrical appliances and

Telephone 248

f

affords

The best the market

supplies.

Capital Stock $25,000.00
Deposits $314,262.38
S. A. JONES, Cashier.

t

E. H. HURD, Proprietor.

He will manage the business of this

cess for the owners but to make It a credit to the city and
(111

j

CLOVIS BAKERY

months spent in the employ of tho Nunn Electric Company

at Wichita Falls, Texas, and

company from the standpoint of not only making it a

Those four cardinal points have helped us to build up
this institution to its present strength.
Few banks In this
section have had the growth of ouri.
We Invite you to bank with us.

I
I

NEW STATE AUTO COMPANY

y,

Qpm-pnn-

In the Klijin building

Monroe avdnue fills

Southwestern Drug Co.

Service That Serve- s-

has occasioned tho demand for electrical supplies, fixtures

NEW MEXICO

CLOVIS
Special fixtures are now being installed in the building

tTfVVTVTTTtTTtttttttttrttttttttrtTTt1,ttVTTTTVTt

to be occupied

by the Nunn Electric Company and as soon

f
Í

as the work is finished the extensive stock will be installed.

aVo
11J VUlllUWU J

GOLDEN GINGER

X

needed in the electrical line.

ALE

Ice Cream is a Food, not a Summer Luxury.
Viavn if at. all times.

This will include a variety of

styles in fixtures for homes and all necessary equipment for

the installation of these fixtures.

We

Our line of furnishings for men and young men is one of the
most extensive in New Mexico and incorporate, all the standard line,
one could desire. We do cleaning and pressing that please., maintaining freo automobile delivery service. No matter bow dainty the
fabric wo can handle it satisfactorily.

All electrical appliances

which make things so pleasant in the home such as electric
vacuum cleaners, washing machines, sewing machines,
ing utensils such as toasters,

Clovis Ice Cream and Bottling Works
G. A. CAMPBELL

Always Choose the Clothes of the Better
Grade

The stock will consist of everything that could possibly be

X

din-

percolators

along this line will be a part of this immense stock.

The

company will also install a line of Burnwick phonographs
and records and when completed will be an institution car-

.

SMITH & HYATT

and everything

J

44444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444.

rying a line that would be a credit to any city several times

X
X

With our three stores our buying connections makes It possible
for us to carry an extensive line nt a lower price than the one store
merchant. Our stock of Coal, Grain, Implements and Groceries is
We want your
the most complete in this section ot new Mexico,
patronage along with the 400 of our stockholders.

i

A

112 North Main

corps of electrical workers will be employed by the

Official Watch Inspectors
SANTA FE

Nunn Electric Company who are experienced in the installation of electric wiring that would meet with the most rigid
requirements

F. B. PAYNE, Manager

of the insurance underwriters

tract this class of work

in Clovis.

It

is

and will

con-

the belief of Mr.

Jones thut the company will have an extensive business ulong

XKW MKXICO

CLOVIS

E. T. Jernigan & Co., Jewelers

the size of Clovis.

Plains Buying & Selling Assn.

this

that

line because of the enormous amount of building

is now going on in the city.

444444444444444444444-The vNunn

Electric

Company, with headquarters

in

'The Store of Quality"

Amarillo, is one of the most extensive company's doing this

Carrying in its men's department all the nationally known standA complete and up to date
Clothing for the children and an
ladies department.
extensive dry goods department.

agement the company always does everything in its power

line of work in the great Southwest.

ard linea of clothing and furnishings.
ready-to-we-

Through the

t

The Popular Shopping Center of Clovis
NKW MEXICO
CLOVIS

-

,

r

x

-

f

Street
Cut Glass, Diamonds
Watches,' Souvenirs

EXPERT WATCH REPAIRING
Inspect Our Extensive Line of Holiday Goods.
-

CLOVIS

,

f

NEWMKX1CO

4444444444444444444444444444444444444444444-

-

Foot Dress Is Just As Important As
Tailored Clothing

man-

The man who does not dress
wearing apparel no matter bow
might bet Thi. .tor specialise,
most fastidious. Walk on "Walk

to establish a business institution that will be a factor in
the development of the resources of any community wherein
they might be located and their advent into the commercial

Mandell Clo. & Dry Goods Co.

"The House of Korrect Klothing"

ata

THE CASH SHOE STORE

world of Clovis will certainly be another step up the ladder

of development and success.

hi. feet well detract, from hi. other
well it may fit or how expensive it
in footwear that will appeal to the
Over." for comfort and style.

!

E. A. STORY
at.

4.444444444444444444
The extensive buying connections of the company
taa

It Is True That Clothes Don't Make the Man

cause of their many branch houses enables them to handle

a much more extensive line than the average electrical

sup-

ply house which is forced to make its purchases for one

But being well dressed has a fery material influence upon success in a business way. You will always have a personal identity if
you dress in a KIRSCHBAUM suit of clothes. Our Gents store is
on of the most complete in New Mexico.

store.

They are also in a position to sell these appliances

nt a much cheaper rate than the store which buys
lots.

W. I. LUIKART & CO.

in small

The business interests of the city welcome this

pro-

gressive firm and there is no doubt but that the business

"THE BIG STORE"

enterprise

KKW MEXICO

CLOVIS

be-

...... ....l.lllillii4MMtM

will be a successful undertaking.

444444444444444444444444444444444444
A Live Bank in A Live, Progressive City
An institution established in Eastern New Mexico to meet the
need, of those living in thi. section and part, of West Texas. Essen- tially an agricultural and stockman's bank. Depository for the
United States, Stata of New Mexico, County of Curry and City of
Clovis.

The First National Bank
Capital $100,000.00

J
J
J

Deposits $706,000.00

Clovis, New Mexico.
tTtTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT... . r
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Pfoomograph

We Sell

X

All phonographs in one plays all records at their best and absolutely has the finest tone of any machine on
the market today. This machine has not an equal and we would be pleased to demonstrate it to you.
To responsible parties we can sell on payments if desired.

X

X

We have a complete stock of all kinds of Electrical Goods and invite the general public to come in and see us.

,

IMonn

KL1EN BUILDING

-

Electric Company of Clovis
-

NORTH MAIN STREET

X

I

THE CLOVIS

m.

Mi

i.
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TRADE EXCURSION

11

(Continued from first page.)
ed by the children,

after which short
talks were made by Mr. E. Wither-spooand Mr. S. J. Weaver, school
trustee in which th?y welcomed the
to the community.
Clovis visitors
After which tha chairman called oi.
County Agent E. Tcleraon, C. W. (H
Harrison, Alex Shipley and S. A.
Jones, who made appropriate addresses. Miss Lelia Kendall of Kendall Dry Goods Company, spoke to
the club workers, giving them a word
and explaining
of encouragement
about the honor pins she is offering
for those who complete their work.
man should
We can understand
JtEDUCE THE CHANCE OF CROP FAILURE-GIV- ES
County Commissioner A. L. Phillips
was called on and gave a few approa new pair of shoes.'
hate to "break
EVERY SEED A FAIR CHANCE-STRO- NG
priate remarks endorsing good roads.
But we can't understand why he should
Mr. King, one of the progressive
SIMPLE DURABLE.
farmers of the community, gave some
consider it necessary;
interesting experiences about his sucLET US SHOW YOU THE INTERNAL FORCE
with treating seed. Uncle John
cess
Come in and get fitted to your pair of
Fleming was on for a big speech but
FEED FEATURE OF THIS SEEDER. THE BEST
RALSTONS comfortable from the start.
tried to beg off on account of "being
so hungry he could hardly talk." Mr.
IN FARM MACHINERY IS ALWAYS THE
Fleming was there a little ahead of
the Clovis crowd and knew what was
THIS SEASON
ESPECIALLY
CHEAPEST,
coming In the way of eats. Ho man
aged, however, to stay his hunger
WITH THE EXCEPTIONAL PROSPECTS FOR
CLOVIS, N. M.
long enough to have a few words to
say for the good roads and to assure
A.WHEAT CROP.
ho"e present he was for a bond issue
'. v:,v.
that would give this wonderful com
munity a well graded highway to get
Then
to town with their products.
For Sale
modern house, came the dinner and take it from the
40C North Mitchell. Also fine piano editor of this paper that this was
v. :
with player attachment and 75 rolls some dinner plates of fried chicken,
e
also some furniture for sale. 0. E
'
i
pickles, and Teal bread,
Up together with pies, and fine cake to
Klien.
"top off with." It was a real feast
e
I will take orders for
and the Clovis business people all
bread, cakes, doughnuts, cookies,
agreed that Bellview not only has
RATE
parker house and cinnaman good farmers but some of the best
le Per Word Per Inane
rolls. Phone 164. Emma L. Reed.
cooks in the world.
Bellview now has under conFor Sale 640 acres fine plain struction a $14,000 school building,
For Rent Front bedroom. 816
land, one mile of Friona, Texas. the frame of which is already up. It
North Wallace.
Price $25 per acre. $4,00 cash, bal will have five room's and will be a'
Wanted Housework by the hour. anee Rood terms. See us for cheap modern rural school. This is the re- tp' farm and ranch lands. M. A. Crum suit of a consolidated school district
Mr. Bruce, phone 167. 1
and will mean much to the Bellview
Wanted
Practical nursing. Mrs. j Friona, Texas.
neighborhood.
The Bellview school
Mexico.'
Albert Tucker, Clovis, New
Wanted Cotton pickers at Lesley, is doing some fine work now. F. R.
Star Route.
-Hall County, Texas. Pay $2.20 and McKinley, is principal and he is ably
mill
f
For Sale Latest model Buick four living quarters or $2.00 and board assisted by Miss Minna Wingo, Miss
to
&
boll
from
will make
'j
touring car in excellent condition Bit;
Dennison, Mips Elsie Gallagher and
bale. Write or phone J. M. Freel Miss Bettic Anderson.
phone 251.
i, i,
Lakewood, Texas, or M. E. Hawkins,
From Bellview to Grady there is a
For Sale One Flench Burr Mill. Wellington. Texas
country
a
crow
fine
as
strip of as
rtm ww mi
See or write W. C. Fallwell, Here.JL.tllwataUtt.ajsM
ever flew over. There are good feed
Texas.
HELP
NO
ford,
and plenty of wheat stacks toj
attest to the fact thnt there was
For Sale Some maize and cane
.
The bond issue that would
"Now that the war is over I dare plenty of wheat there this year. The! business people the phrty lift fo two great needs at this time as the
for sale on farm four miles north of
lire be required to put in this road would
It is to be regretted that it News sees it, are a
you where he Clovis party stopped a short while at home.
write
boy
say
your
ran
Clovis. Bert Curless.
e
not hv burdensome to anyone and
and a hard surfaced road. The
is located in Frar.ee."
CJrarty ana were the guests or the was impossible for the Clovis crowd
line would put them in touch would onhancc the value of every
Wanted Two or three furnished
"Oh, yes," said Mr. Cobbles, "but Grady school. There is a fine school to have been at Grady the next day
rooms In desirable location. Call L. the information doesn't do me and there with an enrollment of about (Saturday) when the boys' and girls' with market and business condition farm in tKe Grady and Bellview coun'
the1 day be- in town and the hard surface road try as well as the farms between hero
M. Princ at Reidora Hotel.
mother an good. He might just as 125. J. C. Rhotan, who returned a club fair was held. Even
y
being would make the marketing of their and those places.
already
were
exhibits
the
fore,
is
service,
ago
in
France.'
the
from
few weeks
well say he's 'somewhere
Wanted to buy cr trade4W
'
ones.
good
they
were
gathered
and
matter.
big
crops
easier
wheat
an
The trade trip as a whole was a
The' names of them French villages principal and is ably assisted by Will
pood turn and wnpoii immediately;
The whole north part of ih county The auto truck has come to stay and revelation to the Clovis business mati
mean anything to people who've Gaddis, Mrs. R. A. Crawford, Miss
'
don't
'
A.
Hp
Rtc.
Texico,
Kays,
J. H.
f ré
Mtrrtla is a reat country and those excellent the right kind of a road would put and there is a resolve on the part o,f
never been outside of the state they Annia TttAtvtaa an1
by' farmers up there arc doing much for them in only about two and a half those who went to make another suck
a
short
address
Thomas.
After
in."
born
were
drill;
rain
Brunt
Van
Sale
For
the principal and a few talks by the! the development of this section. Their hours from Clovis with a load of trip at the very earliest opportunity.
siso toungleís disc harrow. Both ia
perfect condition. H. J. Sthal, Claud,
MORE COMING
New1 Mexico.
n

Pays For Itself In the Seed It Saves

why

in"

Kendall Dry Goods Company

Six-roo-

:

CLASSIFIED

:

ADS

home-mad-

:

home-mad-

Call and Let Us Show You the Exclusive Advan-

nut-brea-

tages of the Kentucky Grain Drill

'ai'iib

''gjjgyjv
wh'-ut-

tele-phjii-

i

.

Buddy, my five year old commandFor Sale 4 rabbits. 3 bred Angeneral had spent the day at the
ing
cora does, one Belgian hare buck.
in the evening after I
Does $1.50 each, buck $1.25. Apply circus, and
512 North Connelly.
Have lots 4, 5, and 0, block 2,
Western Lawn Addition. Wi.l tvnde
for Texico property. What have yor.?
R. O. James. Texico, N. M.
'.ClMtc

came home from the office he was
telling me all about it. He paused in
the middle of a glowing description
of the clowns and everything to say:
"Now, daddy, give me a penny and
I'll tell you the else of it."

They're Here Nov
The new fall suits and ovcivoals you've been waiting
for; finest young men's models; single or
double-breaste-

d;

belts; more conservative types for
those who nrefer them; a great selection of overcoats
full

too, direct from
K

)

Hart Schaf fner & Marx
1

Our store will in the future
as Lynn & Co.,- Mrs. J. A. McFarlin

be known

-

having purchased the interest of Mr.
Myers. We sell for cash and will save
you in the neighborhood of ten per cent
on your groceries. Try us.

Vou'll find some great values, as well as very handsome styles.

It'll be too your advantage to come in

McFARLIN OLD STAND

Phone 42

It L. (Luther) Lynn

Mrs. J. A. McFarlin

II

'

and make vour selection now.

Worthy Furnishings
We had to be mighty

Coo

111

particular in selecting

our furnishings to find the things worthy of
clothes like these, but we found them and
have so much confidence in them Mat we
sell them under a money back guarantee of
satisfaction, just as we do our clothes.

Copyright 1919,HartScbfueriMars

MaiidelF;
The home of Hart Sehaffner

&

Marx clothes

